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Abstract:We explore the gravitational implementation of the field theory Cardy-like limit
recently used in the successful microstate countings of AdS black hole entropy in various
dimensions. On the field theory side, the Cardy-like limit focuses on a particular scaling of
conserved electric charges and angular momenta and we first translate this scaling to the
gravitational side by a limiting procedure on the black hole parameters. We note that the
scaling naturally accompanies a near-horizon region for which these black hole solutions are
greatly simplified. Applying the Kerr/CFT correspondence to the near-horizon region, we
precisely reproduce the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy of asymptotically AdS4,5,6,7 BPS black
holes. Our results explicitly provide a microscopic and universal low energy description for
AdS black holes across various dimensions.
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1 Introduction
The AdS/CFT correspondence [1] posits an equivalence between string theory in certain
asymptotically AdS spacetimes and the corresponding dual conformal field theories. This
paradigm provides implicit resolutions to many of the puzzles presented by gravity as it
can now be reformulated in terms of a unitary field theory. A necessary first step for this
program involves the microscopic counting of the degrees of freedom responsible for the
Bekenstein-Hawking entropy of asymptotically AdS black holes. In the context of string
theory on AdS5ˆS5, a powerful early attempt to the microscopic computation of the black
hole entropy was put forward in [2]; such an attempt has been recently improved in [3–5]
to provide a precise matching between the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy of the black hole
and the microstate counting in the dual N “ 4 SYM theory. The key idea in these recent
works has been to consider complex backgrounds or complex chemical potentials. This
approach has now been generalized to include the microscopic counting of the entropy of
electrically charged asymptotically AdS black holes in various dimensions [6–14]. These
recent works, together with previous progress on magnetically charged asymptotically AdS
black holes [15, 16], provide a fairly complete and novel approach to microstate counting
for asymptotically AdS black holes and mark the beginning of a new era in explorations of
quantum gravity.
A so-called Cardy-like limit has played a prominent role among the recent literature
on microstate counting dual to the entropy of rotating electrically charged asymptotically
AdS black holes [4, 6, 8–10]; the limit is loosely defined as
|ωi| ! 1 , (1.1)
i.e., the angular velocities are very small compared to other parameters on the field theory
side. The Cardy-like limit above has the advantage of greatly simplifying the analysis of the
effective large´N matrix model obtained from the superconformal index or the partition
function of the boundary conformal field theory.
Let us discuss this limit by focusing on the states or operators it singles out. One
interpretation of the Cardy-like limit follows from selecting a particular sector in the dual
field theory. More precisely, we consider the entropy function given schematically as S “
I `ři ωiJi `řI ∆IQI ´ ΛpřI ∆I ´ři ωi ´ 2piiq in terms of conserved charges, chemical
potentials and a Lagrange multiplier, Λ, and search for a self-consistent scaling of the form
ωi „  and ∆I „ Op1q. Demanding that all terms contribute at the same order in  leads to
the following scalings of quantum numbers in Table 1 that describes the singled-out sector.
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Dimension of CFT ω ∆ J Q Entropy Function
d “ 3  1 1{2 1{ 1{
d “ 4  1 1{3 1{2 1{2
d “ 5  1 1{3 1{2 1{2
d “ 6  1 1{4 1{3 1{3
Table 1. Scaling of conserved quantum numbers in various field theory dimensions.
The self-consistency of these scalings is checked a posteriori. Since the charges (angular
momenta and electric charges) are large, the intuition for a semiclassical regime is justified.
It is precisely in this regime that the Legendre transform to obtain the entropy as the
extremization of the entropy function is fully justified1.
In this paper we study the Cardy-like limit on the gravity side, which we refer to as
the gravitational Cardy limit. To define this limit, we start with the field theory Cardy-like
limit (1.1) and find its counterpart on the gravity side using some relations between field
theory and gravity parameters. More explicitly, the gravitational Cardy limit has specific
expressions for various examples considered in this paper given by (2.18), (3.17), (4.17),
(4.50) and (5.15), which impose some special limits on the parameters of the corresponding
black hole solutions. It turns out that when combined with a particular near-horizon limit
for rotating asymptotically AdS BPS black holes, the gravitational Cardy limit provides
further insight by yielding a near-horizon AdS3 geometry, independent of the dimension of
the black hole. Hence, the black hole entropy can be obtained from this near-horizon AdS3
a la the Kerr/CFT correspondence.
More specifically, the asymptotically flat extremal black hole entropy can be obtained
using the Kerr/CFT correspondence near the horizon region [18], and this approach has
been generalized to asymptotically AdS extremal black holes [19, 20]. The main idea is to
apply the limit introduced in [19–21] to probe a particular near-horizon region of extremal
black holes. In this limit the near-horizon geometry is simplified to be some circles fibered
over AdS2, from which one can find a Virasoro algebra and consequently compute the cor-
responding central charge and Frolov-Thorne temperature. Using the Cardy formula, the
black hole entropy can be successfully reproduced for extremal black holes. The concep-
tual advantage of this approach is that it microscopically explains the black hole entropy
based on general near-horizon symmetries and does not require intimate knowledge of the
full higher-dimensional dual CFT. The situation is akin to microscopically computing the
entropy of the AdS black holes without full knowledge of the UV complete theory, which in
this case is the higher-dimensional boundary CFT. We thus present steps toward certain
universality of asymptotically AdS black holes. This is similar to Strominger’s discussion
of the entropy of asymptotically flat black holes, using only the near-horizon geometry [22]
without recourse to the full string theory description originally used in [23].
In this paper, we apply the same near-horizon limit introduced in [19–21] to the BPS,
1 Our intuition closely follows the BMN paradigm where a closed sector of large R-charge operators of
a given scaling is singled out [17].
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Figure 1. The Gravitational Cardy limit plays a role in the broader picture of the study of AdS
black holes, giving us a near-horizon AdS3 geometry, similar to that of the extremal vanishing
horizon limit. The entropy can be computed in three separate regimes (S
piq
BH), and are all found to
be equal.
i.e., to supersymmetric and extremal, asymptotically AdS black holes in various dimen-
sions. As a new ingredient, we take the gravitational Cardy limit, and the near-horizon
geometry will be further reduced to only one Up1q fibered over AdS2, or equivalently, an
AdS3 geometry. Hence, the gravitational Cardy limit provides the minimal amount of in-
formation for computing the black hole entropy using the Kerr/CFT correspondence. We
will demonstrate this statement using several examples of asymptotically AdS black holes
in various dimensions.
A pictorial way to summarize the situation is presented in Fig. 1 where we indicate
how to reproduce the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy of asymptotically AdSd`1 BPS black
holes from two points of view: (i) the boundary CFTd and (ii) the near-horizon Virasoro
algebra arising as the asymptotic symmetry algebra.
The near-horizon Virasoro-based results are simpler. The most important point, how-
ever, is that our explicit computations demonstrate the existence of certain universality for
the class of rotating electrically charged asymptotically AdS black holes in dimensions 4,
5, 6 and 7. This universality manifests itself as an underlying AdS3/CFT2 correspondence
living in the near-horizon region.
To further gain intuition into the gravitational Cardy limit we discuss in this paper,
it is instructive to compare our approach with a somewhat related Extremal Vanishing
Horizon (EVH) limit discussed in [24] (see also [25–28]). For asymptotically AdSd`1 BPS
black holes, the authors of [24] related the boundary CFTd and the corresponding near-
horizon computations in the EVH limit. In this case, there arises an effective 2d CFT
obtained in the near-horizon region. However, the (near-)EVH limit is strictly restricted
to the (nearly) vanishing horizon case, i.e., ABH Ñ 0, T Ñ 0, ABH{T Ñ constant. In
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contrast, the gravitational Cardy limit works for generic asymptotically AdS BPS black
holes without restricting the horizon area. This is because the gravitational Cardy limit
also rescales the conserved charges.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 through Section 5 we discuss the
asymptotically AdS5, AdS4, AdS7 and AdS6 cases, respectively. For each case, we first
review the black hole solution, and then define the corresponding gravitational Cardy
limit. After taking the gravitational Cardy limit under the Bardeen-Horowitz near-horizon
scaling, we can see a structure of Virasoro algebra and compute the black hole entropy
using the microscopic Cardy formula, which matches the results from the boundary CFTd
and the Bekenstein-Hawking formula for AdSd`1. Some possible extensions for future
research are discussed in Section 6. In Appendix A, we present some details of verifying
the equations of motion for the near-horizon geometries.
2 Asymptotically AdS5 Black Holes
In this section, we consider the asymptotically AdS5 black holes and the corresponding
gravitational Cardy limit. We will demonstrate that the black hole entropy can be com-
puted in various ways as shown in Fig. 1, and that the other thermodynamic quantities
scale in the gravitational Cardy limit precisely as in the field theory approach following
Table 1.
2.1 AdS5 Black Hole Solution
In this subsection, we first review the non-extremal asymptotically AdS5 black hole solution
found in [29] with degenerate electric chargesQ1 “ Q2 “ Q3 “ Q and two angular momenta
J1,2, and then take the BPS limit to obtain its supersymmetric version.
The non-extremal asymptotically AdS5 black hole background was found in [29] as a
solution to the equations of motion of the 5d minimal gauged supergravity in the Boyer-
Lindquist coordinates xµ “ pt, r, θ, φ, ψq. The metric and the gauge field of the black hole
solution are given by
ds2 “ ´∆θ
“p1` g2r2qρ2dt` 2qν‰ dt
ΞaΞbρ2
` 2qνω
ρ2
` f
ρ4
ˆ
∆θdt
ΞaΞb
´ ω
˙2
` ρ
2dr2
∆r
` ρ
2dθ2
∆θ
` r
2 ` a2
Ξa
sin2θ dφ2 ` r
2 ` b2
Ξb
cos2θ dψ2 , (2.1)
A “
?
3 q
ρ2
ˆ
∆θ dt
ΞaΞb
´ ω
˙
` α5 dt , (2.2)
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where
ν ” b sin2θ dφ` a cos2θ dψ ,
ω ” a sin2θ dφ
Ξa
` b cos2θ dψ
Ξb
,
∆θ ” 1´ a2g2 cos2θ ´ b2g2 sin2θ ,
∆r ” pr
2 ` a2qpr2 ` b2qp1` g2r2q ` q2 ` 2abq
r2
´ 2m,
ρ2 ” r2 ` a2 cos2θ ` b2 sin2θ ,
Ξa ” 1´ a2g2 ,
Ξb ” 1´ b2g2 ,
f ” 2mρ2 ´ q2 ` 2abqg2ρ2 ,
(2.3)
and α5 dt is a pure gauge term with α5 a constant. These black hole solutions are char-
acterized by four independent parameters pa, b,m, qq. The thermodynamical quantities,
including the mass E, the temperature T and the entropy S, can all be expressed in terms
of these independent parameters. The other physical quantities, such as the electric charge
Q, the electric potential ∆, the angular momenta J1,2 and the angular velocities Ω1,2 can
similarly be written in terms of the four independent parameters. For example, the gravi-
tational angular velocities Ω1,2 and the temperature T are given by
Ω1 “ apr
2` ` b2qp1` g2r2`q ` bq
pr2` ` a2qpr2` ` b2q ` abq
,
Ω2 “ bpr
2` ` a2qp1` g2r2`q ` aq
pr2` ` a2qpr2` ` b2q ` abq
,
T “
r4`
”
1` g2p2r2` ` a2 ` b2q
ı
´ pab` qq2
2pir`
”
pr2` ` a2qpr2` ` b2q ` abq
ı ,
(2.4)
where r` denotes the position of the outer horizon given by the largest root of ∆r in (2.3).
As carefully discussed in [3], it is crucial to make the following important distinctions of
these solutions, in the broader context when complex potentials are allowed. The extremal
black hole solution is characterized by the appearance of a double root in ∆r “ 0, while
the BPS black hole solution is obtained by solving the supersymmetry equations.
The BPS limit is a special limit in the parameter space, such that the backgrounds in
this limit are both extremal and supersymmetric. For the class of AdS5 black hole solutions
(2.1), the BPS limit corresponds to the following condition
q “ m
1` ag ` bg . (2.5)
Moreover, to prevent unphysical naked closed timelike curves (CTC), it is shown in [29]
that the BPS solutions should further satisfy the constraint
m “ 1
g
pa` bqp1` agqp1` bgqp1` ag ` bgq . (2.6)
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Hence, in the BPS limit only two of the four parameters pa, b,m, qq are independent, which
can be chosen to be pa, bq. The special case a “ b corresponds to the supersymmetric AdS5
black hole solutions found by Gutowski and Reall [30]. In the BPS limit, the outer horizon
r` coincides with the inner horizon at r0
r20 “ a` b` abgg , (2.7)
and the black hole entropy S˚, the electric charge Q˚ and the angular momenta J1˚,2 have
the following expressions in terms of pa, bq
S˚ “ pi
2pa` bq?a` b` abg
2g3{2p1´ agqp1´ bgq ,
Q˚ “ pipa` bq
4gp1´ agqp1´ bgq ,
J1˚ “ pipa` bqp2a` b` abgq4gp1´ agq2p1´ bgq ,
J2˚ “ pipa` bqpa` 2b` abgq4gp1´ agqp1´ bgq2 ,
(2.8)
where the entropy S˚ is computed from the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy formula
SBH “ A
4GN
, (2.9)
a quarter of the horizon area in units of Planck length. Using the expressions (2.8), we can
also rewrite the black hole entropy as a function of Q and J1,2
SBH “ 2pi
d
3Q2
g2
´ pi
4g3
pJ1 ` J2q . (2.10)
The AdS/CFT dictionary helps translate the parameters of the AdS5 black holes to
quantities in N “ 4 SYM
1
2
N2 “ pi
4GN
`35, (2.11)
with `5 “ g´1 denoting the AdS5 radius. We can rewrite the expression (2.10) of the AdS5
black hole entropy (in the unit G “ 1)
SBH “ 2pi
d
3Q2
g2
´ N
2
2
pJ1 ` J2q . (2.12)
This expression has recently been extracted directly from the boundary CFT in [3–5] with
further clarifying field theory work presented in [31–40]. We show below that this boundary
CFT result can also be obtained from a particular near-horizon Cardy formula.
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2.2 Gravitational Cardy Limit
The Cardy-like limit for the N “ 4 SYM index was defined in [4]. This limit has been
discussed in the context of N “ 4 SYM also in [31, 32, 39]. In the more general context of
N “ 1 superconformal theories, it has been discussed in [33–35]. A key ingredient in the
limit is the regime
|ωi| ! 1 , ∆I „ Op1q , pi “ 1, 2; I “ 1, 2, 3q . (2.13)
Using the relation found in [3, 38]
Repωiq “ BΩiBT
ˇˇˇˇ
T“0
, Rep∆Iq “ BΦIBT
ˇˇˇˇ
T“0
, (2.14)
we can express the Cardy-like limit (2.13) in terms of quantities in the dual gravity theory,
such that ˇˇˇˇ ˆBΩi
BT
˙
T“0
ˇˇˇˇ
! 1 , BΦIBT
ˇˇˇˇ
T“0
„ Op1q , (2.15)
with i “ 1, 2 and I “ 1, 2, 3. Using the expressions of the thermodynamic quantities (2.4),
we obtain for the asymptotically AdS5 BPS black holes,
BΩ1
BT
ˇˇˇˇ
BPS
“ lim
TÑ0
Ω1 ´ Ω1˚
T
“ 2pip´1` agq
3g
c
1` ag ` bg
ab
,
BΩ2
BT
ˇˇˇˇ
BPS
“ lim
TÑ0
Ω2 ´ Ω2˚
T
“ 2pip´1` bgq
3g
c
1` ag ` bg
ab
,
(2.16)
where Ω1˚,2 are the values of Ω1,2 in the BPS limit. From the expressions of
BΩiBT
ˇˇ
BPS
(i “ 1, 2), we conclude that for asymptotically AdS5 BPS black holes, the gravitational
Cardy limit corresponds to the special limit of the parameters on the gravity side
aÑ 1
g
, bÑ 1
g
. (2.17)
For later convenience, we parameterize a and b as
a “ 1
g
´  , b “ 1
g
´  . (2.18)
For this case,  has the dimension of length. Taking the gravitational Cardy limit (2.18)
for the parameters into account, the BPS thermodynamic quantities (2.8) become
S˚ “
?
3pi2
g52
`Op´1q ,
Q˚ “ pi
2g42
`Op´1q ,
J1˚ “ 2pig63 `Op
´2q ,
J2˚ “ 2pig63 `Op
´2q ,
(2.19)
which are precisely the scalings of the field theory results [4, 41].
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2.3 Black Hole Solution in the Near-Horizon + Gravitational Cardy Limit
In the previous subsection, we have obtained the gravitational Cardy limit for the parame-
ters on the gravity side. In this subsection, we discuss how the near-horizon metric changes
in this limit as well as clarify other ingredients.
The asymptotically AdS5 metric (2.1) can be written in the following equivalent form,
which is more convenient for the discussions in this subsection,
ds2 “ ´∆r∆θr
2 sin2p2θq
4Ξ2aΞ
2
bBφBψ
dt2 ` ρ2
ˆ
dr2
∆r
` dθ
2
∆θ
˙
`Bψpdψ ` v1φ` v2dtq2 `Bφpdφ` v3dtq2 ,
(2.20)
where
Bφ ” g33 g44 ´ g
2
34
g44
, Bψ ” g44 ,
v1 ” g34
g44
, v2 ” g04
g44
, v3 ” g04 g34 ´ g03 g44
g234 ´ g33 g44
,
(2.21)
with the non-vanishing components of the metric (2.1) explicitly in the coordinates pt, r, θ, ϕ, ψq
g00 “ ´∆θp1` g
2r2q
ΞaΞb
` ∆
2
θp2mρ2 ´ q2 ` 2abqg2ρ2q
ρ4Ξ2aΞ
2
b
,
g03 “ g30 “ ´
∆θ
”
ap2mρ2 ´ q2q ` bqρ2p1` a2g2q
ı
sin2θ
ρ4Ξ2aΞb
,
g04 “ g40 “ ´
∆θ
”
bp2mρ2 ´ q2q ` aqρ2p1` b2g2q
ı
cos2θ
ρ4Ξ2bΞa
,
g11 “ ρ
2
∆r
, g22 “ ρ
2
∆θ
,
g33 “ pr
2 ` a2q sin2θ
Ξa
`
a
”
ap2mρ2 ´ q2q ` 2bqρ2
ı
sin4θ
ρ4Ξ2a
,
g44 “ pr
2 ` b2q cos2θ
Ξb
`
b
”
bp2mρ2 ´ q2q ` 2aqρ2
ı
cos4θ
ρ4Ξ2b
,
g34 “ g43 “
”
abp2mρ2 ´ q2q ` pa2 ` b2qqρ2
ı
sin2θ cos2θ
ρ4ΞaΞb
.
(2.22)
A central element in our approach is a near-horizon limit following the prescription of
Bardeen and Horowitz [21] to zoom into a near-horizon region, and at the same time we
move to a rotating frame by implementing the following coordinate change
r Ñ r0 ` λ r, tÑ rt
λ
, φÑ rφ` g rt
λ
, ψ Ñ rψ ` g rt
λ
. (2.23)
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Taking λ Ñ 0 brings us to a particular near-horizon region of the AdS5 BPS black holes
given by the following metric in the coordinates prt, r, θ, rφ, rψq
ds2 “ ´2gp1` 5agq
ap1` agq2 r2 drt2 ` a2gp1` 5agq dr2r2 ` ΛAdS5pθq
»——–drφ` 3gp1´ agq
p1` agq
c
a
´
a` 2g
¯ rdrt
fiffiffifl
2
`
a
´
4´ ag ` 3ag cosp2θq
¯
cos2θ
2gp1´ agq2
„
d rψ ` 6ag sin2θ
4´ ag ` 3ag cosp2θqd
rφ` V pθq rdrt2
` 2a
gp1´ agq dθ
2 , (2.24)
where
ΛAdS5pθq ” 4ap2` agq sin
2θ
gp1´ agq
´
4´ ag ` 3ag cosp2θq
¯ , (2.25)
V pθq ”
6g2p1´ agq
c
a
´
a` 2g
¯
ap1` agq p4´ ag ` 3ag cosp2θqq , (2.26)
and for simplicity, we have set a “ b, in consistency with the gravitational Cardy limit
(2.18) that will be imposed later. For some special values of θ, the metric (2.24) has the
topology of two Up1q circles fibered over the AdS2 parametrized by pt˜, r˜q, as pointed out
in [19, 20].
After a further change of coordinates
τ ” 2gp1` 5agq
ap1` agq rt , (2.27)
we can bring the metric (2.24) into the form
ds2 “ a
2gp1` 5agq
„
´r2 dτ2 ` dr2r2

` ΛAdS5pθq
»——–drφ` 3ap1´ agq
2p1` 5agq
c
a
´
a` 2g
¯ rdτ
fiffiffifl
2
`
a
´
4´ ag ` 3ag cosp2θq
¯
cos2θ
2gp1´ agq2
„
d rψ ` 6ag sin2θ
4´ ag ` 3ag cosp2θqd
rφ` rV pθq rdτ2
` 2a
gp1´ agq dθ
2 , (2.28)
where
rV pθq ” 3gp1´ agq
c
a
´
a` 2g
¯
p1` 5agq p4´ ag ` 3ag cosp2θqq . (2.29)
In both U(1) fibrations, the coefficients in front of rdτ are proportional to BTΩ (2.16) with
a “ b. Hence, according to the relation (2.14), ωi from N “ 4 SYM indeed play the role of
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angular velocities in the metric (2.28), and the Cardy-like limit from the field theory side
means the angular velocities slow down on some Up1q circles in the near-horizon metric
(2.28).
In Appendix A.1, we verify explicitly that the resulting background is a solution of the
5d minimal gauged supergravity equations of motion. This statement holds for arbitrary
values of a “ b. Up to this point, our approach is completely rigorous and verifying the
equations of motion explicitly provides a powerful seal of approval. However, to flesh out
the scaling properties of the solution, in what follows we implement the gravitational Cardy
limit in the space of parameters which further simplifies the geometry.
We apply the gravitational Cardy limit (2.18) to the metric (2.28) and keep the leading
orders in , which leads to
ds2 “ 1
12g2
„
´r2 dτ2 ` dr2r2

´ 2
g3
dθ2 ´ 4 sin
2pθq 
g3p1` cosp2θqq
„
1

drφ´ g
4
?
3
rdτ2
` 3 cos
4pθq
g4
„
1

d rψ ` 2 sin2pθq
 p1` cosp2θqqd
rφ´ g sec2pθq
4
?
3
rdτ2 . (2.30)
From this metric, we can see that in the gravitational Cardy limit  Ñ 0 only one U(1)
circle remains non-trivially fibered over AdS2. We have only assumed that  is small
without strictly taking the limit  Ñ 0, and the near-horizon metric will approximate
to AdS3, as  becomes smaller. However, since the two initial U(1) fibrations give the
same result of the black hole entropy according to the Cardy formula and the extreme
black hole/CFT correspondence [20], the remaining U(1) is enough to compute the AdS5
black hole entropy. We will demonstrate this point in the next subsection. To summarize,
the gravitational Cardy limit simplifies the near-horizon geometry but keeps the minimal
amount of information for computing the black hole entropy.
Let us finish by warning the potentially puzzled reader. The analysis above, surround-
ing equation (2.30), is local and has the sole intention of clarifying the geometry of the
gravitational Cardy limit. If bothered by this last limiting procedure it is possible to step
back and derive all the quantities from the safer background obtained in equation (2.28).
However, without this gravitational Cardy limit the connection to the field theory approach
would be very tenuous.
2.4 Black Hole Entropy from Cardy Formula
In the previous subsection, we showed that a warped AdS3 geometry appears in the near-
horizon region of asymptotically AdS5 BPS black holes in the gravitational Cardy limit.
This circumstance permits the use of ideas presented in [18], which lead to the identification
of a Virasoro algebra as the asymptotic symmetries in the near-horizon geometry and,
subsequently, to a microscopic description of the black hole entropy via the Cardy formula.
Let us briefly review how the Virasoro algebra emerges as the algebra of asymptotic
symmetries of the near-horizon region of the extremal Kerr black hole [18] (see also [42]).
Recall that the asymptotic symmetry group is the group of all allowed diffeomorphisms
modulo trivial ones where allowed diffeomorphisms are defined as those that preserve cer-
tain boundary conditions of the asymptotic metric. The starting element in determining
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the algebra of asymptotic symmetries is, therefore, to consider diffeomorphims generated
by vectors of the form
ζ “ pφq BBφ ´ r 
1pφq BBr , (2.31)
where pφq is a function periodic in φ. For simplicity we can choose to be pφq “ ´e´inφ,
and consequently obtain the mode expansion of ζ as
ζpnq “ ´e´inφ BBφ ´ inre
´inφ B
Br , (2.32)
which satisfies a centreless Virasoro algebra
irζpmq, ζpnqs “ pm´ nqζpm`nq . (2.33)
The charge associated with the diffeomorphis ζ is given by an integral over the boundary
of a spatial slice BΣ
Qζ “ 1
8piG
ż
BΣ
kζ , (2.34)
where kζ is a 2-form defined for a general perturbation hµν around the background metric
gµν
kζrh, gs ” ´1
4
αβµν
”
ζνDµh´ ζνDσhµσ ` ζσDνhµσ ` 1
2
hDνζµ ´ hνσDσζµ
` 1
2
hσνpDµζσ `Dσζµq
ı
dxα ^ dxβ , (2.35)
with h ” hαβgαβ. The Dirac bracket of the charges is
tQζpmq , Qζpnqu “ Qrζpmq, ζpnqs `
1
8piG
ż
BΣ
kζrLζg, gs , (2.36)
where Lζ denotes the Lie derivative with respect to ζ
Lζgµν ” ζρBρgµν ` gρνBµζρ ` gµρBνζρ . (2.37)
The mode expansion of the Dirac bracket (2.36) leads to a Virasora algebra
rLm, Lns “ pm´ nqLm`n ` 1
12
cL pm3 ` αmq δm`n, 0 , (2.38)
where cL can be obtained from the integral
1
8piG
ż
BΣ
kζpmqrLζpnqg, gs “ ´
i
12
cL pm3 ` αmq δm`n, 0 , (2.39)
and α is an irrelevant constant.
To compute the black hole entropy using the Cardy formula, we still need the Frolov-
Thorne temperature, which can be obtained in the following way. The quantum fields on
the background (2.1) can be expanded in the modes e´iωt`imφ. After taking the scaling
(2.23), these modes become
e´iωt`imφ “ e´iω
rt
λ
`im
´rφ`g rt
λ
¯
“ e´ipωλ´mgλ qrt`imrφ ” e´inRrt`inL rφ , (2.40)
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from which we can read off the left-moving and the right-moving mode numbers
nL ” m, nR ” ω ´mg
λ
. (2.41)
The Boltzmann factor is
e
´ω´mΩ
TH “ e´
nL
TL
´nR
TR , (2.42)
where TH is the Hawking temperature, and TL,R are the left-moving and the right-moving
Frolov-Thorne temperatures. Combining (2.41) and (2.42), we obtain the near-extremal
Frolov-Thorne temperatures
TL “ TH
g ´ Ω , TR “
TH
λ
. (2.43)
The values for the extremal AdS5 black holes can be obtained by taking the extremal limit
(TH Ñ 0).
In order to apply the technique described above, we need to first transform the AdS2
Poincare´ coordinates pr, τq in the metric (2.28) to global coordinates prˆ, tˆq
g r“ rˆ `a1` rˆ2 cosptˆq , g´1 τ “ ?1` rˆ2 sinptˆq
rˆ `?1` rˆ2 cosptˆq , (2.44)
which leads to
´r2 dτ2 ` dr2r2 “ ´p1` rˆ2q dtˆ2 ` drˆ21` rˆ2 ,rdτ “ rˆ dtˆ` dγ , (2.45)
where
γ ” log
˜
1`?1` rˆ2 sinptˆq
cosptˆq ` rˆ sinptˆq
¸
. (2.46)
Consequently, the near-horizon metric (2.28) of the AdS5 BPS black holes can be written
as
ds2 “ a
2gp1` 5agq
„
´p1` rˆ2q dtˆ2 ` drˆ
2
1` rˆ2

` ΛAdS5pθq
»——–dφˆ` 3ap1´ agq
2p1` 5agq
c
a
´
a` 2g
¯ rˆ dtˆ
fiffiffifl
2
`
a
´
4´ ag ` 3ag cosp2θq
¯
cos2θ
2gp1´ agq2
„
dψˆ ` 6ag sin
2θ
4´ ag ` 3ag cosp2θqdφˆ` rV pθq rˆ dtˆ
2
` 2a
gp1´ agq dθ
2 , (2.47)
where
φˆ ” rφ` 3ap1´ agqγ
2p1` 5agq
c
a
´
a` 2g
¯ , ψˆ ” rψ ` 3ap1´ agqγ
2p1` 5agq
c
a
´
a` 2g
¯ . (2.48)
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Applying the formalism reviewed in this subsection, we can compute the central charge
and the extremal Frolov-Thorne temperature in the near-horizon region of the asymptoti-
cally AdS5 BPS black hole solutions (2.47)
cL “ 9pia
2
a
2a` a2g
g3{2p1´ agqp1` 5agq
c
a
´
a` 2g
¯ , (2.49)
TL “ 1` 5ag
3ap1´ agqpi
d
a
ˆ
a` 2
g
˙
. (2.50)
The BPS black hole entropy in this case is then given by the Cardy formula
SBH “ pi
2
3
cLTL “ pi
2a
a
2a` a2g
g3{2p1´ agq2 , (2.51)
which is the same as the result from gravity (2.8) with a “ b. In fact, we can also apply
the formalism discussed in this subsection to the near-horizon metric in the gravitational
Cardy limit (2.30), which can be recast into the global coordinates
ds2 “ 1
12g2
„
´p1` rˆ2q dtˆ2 ` drˆ
2
1` rˆ2

´ 2
g3
dθ2 ´ 4 sin
2pθq 
g3p1` cosp2θqq
„
1

dφˆ´ g
4
?
3
rˆ dtˆ
2
` 3 cos
4pθq
g4
„
1

dψˆ ` 2 sin
2pθq
 p1` cosp2θqqdφˆ´
g sec2pθq
4
?
3
rˆ dtˆ
2
. (2.52)
The corresponding central charge and the extremal Frolov-Thorne temperature are
cL “ 3
8pig4
, TL “ 2
?
3
pig
. (2.53)
The black hole entropy can obtained from the Cardy formula
SBH “ pi
2
3
cLTL “
?
3pi2
g52
, (2.54)
which exactly matches the gravity result in the gravitational Cardy limit (2.19).
2.5 Comparison with Results from Boundary CFT
The asymptotically AdS5 BPS black hole entropy can also be obtained from the boundary
N “ 4 SYM by extremizing an entropy function [3–5] originally motivated in [43]. One
can first compute the free energy in the large-N limit using the partition function via
localization or the 4d superconformal index. The entropy function is then defined as the
Legendre transform of the free energy in the large-N limit
Sp∆I , ωq “ N
2
2
∆1∆2∆3
ω1ω2
`
3ÿ
I“1
QI∆I `
2ÿ
i“1
Jiωi ´ Λ
˜ÿ
I
∆I ´
ÿ
i
ω ´ 2pii
¸
. (2.55)
In the Cardy-like limit (2.13)
ω „  , ∆I „ Op1q , (2.56)
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we can read off from the entropy function (2.55)
S „ 1
2
, J „ 1
3
, QI „ 1
2
, (2.57)
which have been summarized in Table 1.
The electric charges QI and the angular momenta Ji are real, while the chemical
potentials ∆I and the angular velocities ωi can be complex, and so can the entropy function
S. By requiring that the black hole entropy SBH be real after extremizing the entropy
function S, we obtain one more constraint on QI and Ji. More precisely, the asymptotically
AdS5 black hole entropy is given by [3–5]
SBH “ 2pi
c
Q1Q2 `Q2Q3 `Q3Q1 ´ N
2
2
pJ1 ` J2q , (2.58)
subject to the constraint˜
Q1 `Q2 `Q3 ` N
2
2
¸˜
Q1Q2 `Q2Q3 `Q3Q1 ´ N
2
2
pJ1 ` J2q
¸
´
˜
Q1Q2Q3 ` N
2
2
J1J2
¸
“ 0 , (2.59)
which is a consequence of the reality condition on the black hole entropy SBH .
For the AdS5 black hole solutions in [29], the electric charges are degenerate, i.e.
Q1 “ Q2 “ Q3 “ Q. Hence, for this class of black hole solutions in the BPS limit, the
black hole entropy becomes
SBH “ 2pi
c
3Q2 ´ N
2
2
pJ1 ` J2q . (2.60)
This is exactly the same as the result from the horizon area (2.12) in the unit g “ 1,
and the one from the Cardy formula (2.51). The constraint (2.59) for this degenerate case
becomes ˆ
3Q` N
2
2
˙ˆ
3Q2 ´ N
2
2
pJ1 ` J2q
˙
“ Q3 ` N
2
2
J1J2 , (2.61)
which is also consistent with the thermodynamic quantities from the gravity side (2.8).
3 Asymptotically AdS4 Black Holes
In this section, we consider the asymptotically AdS4 black holes and the corresponding
gravitational Cardy limit. Similar to the AdS5 case, we demonstrate that the AdS4 black
hole entropy can be computed in various ways as shown in Fig. 1, and the other thermo-
dynamic quantities scale correspondingly (see Table 1) in the gravitational Cardy limit.
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3.1 AdS4 Black Hole Solution
The non-extremal rotating, electrically charged asymptotically AdS4 black hole solution
with gauge group Up1q ˆ Up1q in 4d N “ 4 gauged supergravity was constructed in [44].
The solution is characterized by four parameters pa,m, δ1, δ2q. The metric, the scalars and
the gauge fields are given by
ds2 “ ´∆r
W
ˆ
dt´ a sin
2θ
Ξ
dφ
˙2
`W
ˆ
dr2
∆r
` dθ
2
∆θ
˙2
` ∆θ sin
2θ
W
„
a dt´ r1r2 ` a
2
Ξ
dφ
2
,
(3.1)
eϕ1 “ r
2
1 ` a2 cos2θ
W
, χ1 “ apr2 ´ r1q cos θ
r21 ` a2 cos2θ
,
A1 “ 2
?
2m sinhpδ1q coshpδ1q r2
W
ˆ
dt´ a sin
2θ
Ξ
dφ
˙
` α41 dt ,
A2 “ 2
?
2m sinhpδ2q coshpδ2q r1
W
ˆ
dt´ a sin
2θ
Ξ
dφ
˙
` α42 dt ,
(3.2)
where
ri ” r ` 2m sinh2pδiq , pi “ 1, 2q
∆r ” r2 ` a2 ´ 2mr ` g2r1r2pr1r2 ` a2q ,
∆θ ” 1´ g2a2 cos2θ ,
W ” r1r2 ` a2 cos2θ ,
Ξ ” 1´ a2g2 ,
(3.3)
and g ” `´14 is the inverse of the AdS4 radius. Note that we have added pure gauge terms to
the two gauge fields where α41 and α42 are constant. The metric (3.1) can also be written
in the following equivalent expression, which is more convenient for later discussions,
ds2 “ ´∆r∆θ
BΞ2
dt2 `B sin2θpdφ` f dtq2 `W
ˆ
dr2
∆r
` dθ
2
∆θ
˙
, (3.4)
with
B ” pa
2 ` r1r2q2∆θ ´ a2 sin2pθq∆r
WΞ2
,
f ” aΞ
`
∆r ´∆θpa2 ` r1r2q
˘
∆θpa2 ` r1r2q2 ´ a2∆r sin2θ .
(3.5)
The non-extremal asymptotically AdS4 black holes with four degenerate electric charges
(Q1 “ Q2, Q3 “ Q4) and one angular momentum J have been found in [45], which are
characterized by four parameters pa,m, δ1, δ2q. The BPS limit imposes a condition
e2δ1`2δ2 “ 1` 2
ag
. (3.6)
For the black hole solution to have a regular horizon, we impose an additional constraint
pmgq2 “ cosh
2pδ1 ` δ2q
eδ1`δ2 sinh3pδ1 ` δ2q sinhp2δ1q sinhp2δ2q . (3.7)
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The two conditions (3.6) (3.7) in [45] have typos, which have been corrected in [46, 47], see
also [48]. With these constraints, there are only two independent parameters for asymp-
totically AdS4 BPS black holes, which we choose to be pδ1, δ2q for convenience.
The physical quantities of non-extremal AdS5 black holes can also be solved as func-
tions of pa,m, δ1, δ2q. In particular, the gravitational angular velocity Ω and the tempera-
ture T are given by
Ω “ ap1` g
2r1r2q
r1r2 ` a2 , T “
∆1r
4pipr1r2 ` a2q . (3.8)
The position of the outer horizon is
r` “ 2m sinhpδ1q sinhpδ2q
coshpδ1 ` δ2q , (3.9)
which coincides with the inner horizon in the BPS limit. Moreover, the other thermody-
namic quantities of asymptotically AdS4 black holes are [45]
S “ pipr1r2 ` a
2q
Ξ
,
J “ ma
2Ξ2
pcoshp2δ1q ` coshp2δ2qq ,
Q1 “ Q2 “ m
4Ξ
sinhp2δ1q ,
Q3 “ Q4 “ m
4Ξ
sinhp2δ2q .
(3.10)
3.2 Gravitational Cardy Limit
The Cardy-like limit for the 3d ABJM theory was defined in [9, 10],
|ω| ! 1 , ∆I „ Op1q , pI “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 4q . (3.11)
Using the relations found in [47]
ω “ ´ lim
TÑ0
Ω´ Ω˚
T
, ∆I “ ´ lim
TÑ0
ΦI ´ ΦI˚
T
, (3.12)
with Ω˚ “ g and ΦI˚ “ 1 denoting the BPS values of Ω and ΦI , we can find the gravitational
counterpart of the Cardy-like limit (3.11)ˇˇˇˇ ˆBΩ
BT
˙
T“0
ˇˇˇˇ
! 1 , BΦIBT
ˇˇˇˇ
T“0
„ Op1q . (3.13)
Hence, we obtain for the near-extremal AdS4 black holes
BΩ
BT
ˇˇˇˇ
BPS
“ lim
TÑ0
Ω´ Ω˚
T
“ ´pie
5
2
pδ1`δ2q pcothpδ1 ` δ2q ´ 2q
a
sinhp2δ1q sinhp2δ2q
pcothpδ1 ` δ2q ` 1q
a
sinhpδ1 ` δ2q coshpδ1 ´ δ2q
. (3.14)
This expression has several roots
δ1 “ 0 , δ2 “ 0 , δ1 ` δ2 “ arccothp2q . (3.15)
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However, δ1 “ 0 and δ2 “ 0 are unphysical, because according to (3.9), δ1 “ 0 or δ2 “ 0 will
cause r` Ñ 0. Hence, we conclude that the gravitational Cardy limit for asymptotically
AdS4 BPS black holes is
δ1 ` δ2 Ñ arccothp2q . (3.16)
We introduce a small parameter  to denote small deviations from this limit, i.e.,
δ1 ` δ2 “ arccothp2q `  . (3.17)
For this case  is dimensionless. Imposing first the BPS constraint (3.6) and the regularity
condition (3.7) near the horizon, and then taking the gravitational Cardy limit (3.17), we
obtain the thermodynamic quantities (3.10) to the leading order in 
S˚ “ pi
3g2
`Op1q ,
J˚ “ cosh
`
2δ1 ´ 12 logp3q
˘
9g22
b
2 sinhp4δ1q ´ 5 sinh2p2δ1q
`Op´1q ,
Q1˚ “ Q2˚ “ 1
4g
a
6 tanhpδ1q ` 6 cothpδ1q ´ 15
`Op1q ,
Q3˚ “ Q4˚ “
a
2 tanhpδ1q ` 2 cothpδ1q ´ 5
12
?
3 g
`Op1q ,
(3.18)
which are consistent with [9, 41] and the Cardy-like limit on the field theory side (3.11)
ω˚ „  , ∆I˚ „ Op1q . (3.19)
3.3 Black Hole Solution in the Near-Horizon + Gravitational Cardy Limit
In the previous subsection, we have obtained the gravitational Cardy limit for the parame-
ters on the gravity side. In this subsection, we discuss how the near-horizon metric changes
when taking the gravitational Cardy limit. In Appendix A.2, we verify explicitly that the
resulting background is a solution of the 4d gauged supergravity equations of motion. In
the following, we implement the gravitational Cardy limit in the space of parameters, which
further simplifies the geometry.
For the asymptotically AdS4 black hole metric (3.4), we perform a near-horizon scaling
similar to the AdS5 case (2.23)
r Ñ r˚ ` λ r, tÑ rt
λ
, φÑ rφ´ g“cothpδ1 ` δ2q ´ 2‰ rt
λ
. (3.20)
Furthermore, we take the gravitational Cardy limit (3.17) and keep only the leading orders
in . The metric (3.4) finally becomes
ds2 “ ´g
2
`
9´ 18 e4δ1 ` e8δ1˘ p3` cosp2θqq
3 p9´ 10 e4δ1 ` e8δ1q r2drt2 ` 3 p3` cosp2θqq
`
e4δ1 ´ 1˘ `e4δ1 ´ 9˘
16g2 p9´ 18e4δ1 ` e8δ1q
dr2r2
` 3` cosp2θq
2g2 sin2θ
dθ2 ` 2 sin
4θ
9g2 p3` cosp2θqq
„
drφ

`
?
3g2 cosh
`
2 δ1 ´ 12 logp3q
˘a
sinhp2δ1q sinh plogp3q ´ 2δ1q
rdrt2
`Opq . (3.21)
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Defining
τ ” 4g
2 p9´ 5 coshp4 δ1q ` 4 sinhp4 δ1qq2
3 p5´ 5 coshp4 δ1q ` 4 sinhp4 δ1qq
rt , (3.22)
we can rewrite the metric (3.21) as
ds2 “ 3 p3` cosp2θqq
`
e4δ1 ´ 1˘ `e4δ1 ´ 9˘
16g2 p9´ 18e4δ1 ` e8δ1q
„
´ r2dτ2 ` dr2r2

` 3` cosp2θq
2g2 sin2θ
dθ2
` 2 sin
4θ
9g2 p3` cosp2θqq
„
drφ

` V pδ1qrdτ2 `Opq , (3.23)
where
V pδ1q ” 9 cosh
`
2 δ1 ´ 12 logp3q
˘ p5´ 5 coshp4 δ1q ` 4 sinhp4 δ1qq
2
a
10´ 6 cosh p4 δ1 ´ logp3qq p9´ 5 coshp4 δ1q ` 4 sinhp4 δ1qq
. (3.24)
3.4 Black Hole Entropy from Cardy Formula
For the asymptotically AdS4 black holes discussed in this section, we apply the Cardy
formula to the near-horizon metric only after taking the gravitational Cardy limit. More
explicitly, we first rewrite the metric (3.23) from the Poincare´ coordinates pr, τq to the
global coordinates prˆ, tˆq using the relations (2.44) - (2.46). Consequently, the near-horizon
metric in the gravitational Cardy limit (3.23) becomes
ds2 “ 3 p3` cosp2θqq
`
e4δ1 ´ 1˘ `e4δ1 ´ 9˘
16g2 p9´ 18e4δ1 ` e8δ1q
„
´ p1` rˆ2qdtˆ2 ` drˆ
2
1` rˆ2

` 3` cosp2θq
2g2 sin2θ
dθ2
` 2 sin
4θ
9g2 p3` cosp2θqq
„
dψˆ

` V pδ1qrˆ dtˆ
2
`Opq , (3.25)
where tˆ, rˆ and γ are defined in (2.44) and (2.46), while
ψˆ ” φˆ` V pδ1qγ . (3.26)
Applying the same formalism in Subsection 2.4, we obtain the central charge and the
extremal Frolov-Thorne temperature in the near-horizon region of the asymptotically AdS4
BPS black holes,
cL “
3
b
3
2 e
2δ1p3` e4δ1qa5` 4 sinhp4 δ1q ´ 5 coshp4 δ1q
g2p18 e4 δ1 ´ e8 δ1 ´ 9q ,
TL “ 9` 4 sinhp4 δ1q ´ 5 coshp4 δ1q
18pi sinhpδ1q coshpδ1q cosh
`
2 δ1 ´ 12 logp3q
˘a
2 tanhpδ1q ` 2 cothpδ1q ´ 5
.
(3.27)
Using the Cardy formula, we can compute the black hole entropy of the asymptotically
AdS4 BPS black holes:
SBH “ pi
2
3
cLTL “ pi
3g2
, (3.28)
which is the same as the black hole entropy in the gravitational Cardy limit (3.18) from
the gravity side.
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3.5 Comparison with Results from Boundary CFT
The asymptotically AdS4 BPS black hole entropy can also be obtained from the boundary
3d ABJM theory by extremizing an entropy function [9, 10]. One can first compute the
free energy in the large-N limit using the 3d superconformal index or the partition function
via localization. The entropy function is then defined as a Legendre transform of the free
energy in the large-N limit
Sp∆I , ωq “ 2
?
2 i k
1
2N
3
2
3
?
∆1∆2∆3∆4
ω
´2ωJ´
ÿ
I
∆IQI´Λ
˜ÿ
I
∆I ´ 2ω ` 2pii
¸
. (3.29)
In the Cardy-like limit (3.11)
ω „  , ∆I „ Op1q , (3.30)
we can read off from the entropy function (3.29)
S „ 1

, J „ 1
2
, QI „ 1

, (3.31)
which have been summarized in Table 1.
Similar to the AdS5 case, for AdS4 the electric charges QI and the angular momentum
J are real, while the chemical potentials ∆I and the angular velocity ω can be complex,
and so can the entropy function S. By requiring that the black hole entropy SBH to be real
after extremizing the entropy function S, we obtain one more constraint on QI and J . More
precisely, for the degenerate case with Q1 “ Q3, Q2 “ Q4 and one angular momentum J ,
the asymptotically AdS4 black hole entropy is given by [9, 10, 47]
SBH “ 2pi
3
d
9Q1Q2pQ1 `Q2q ´ 2kJN3
Q1 `Q2 , (3.32)
subject to the constraint
2kJ2N3 ` 2kJN3pQ1 `Q2q ´ 9Q1Q2pQ1 `Q2q2 “ 0 , (3.33)
which is a consequence of the reality condition on the black hole entropy SBH .
If we identify the field theory parameters with the ones on the gravity side in the
following way [49]
1
G
“ 2
?
2
3
g2k
1
2N
3
2 , QBH “ g
2
Q , JBH “ J , (3.34)
we can rewrite the black hole entropy (3.32) and the angular momentum as
SBH “ pi
g2G
JBH´
2
gQBH,1 ` 2gQBH,2
¯ , (3.35)
JBH “ 1
2
ˆ
2
g
QBH,1 ` 2
g
QBH,2
˙˜
´1`
d
1` 16g4G2 2QBH,1
g
2QBH,2
g
¸
, (3.36)
which are consistent with both the thermodynamic quantities on the gravity side (3.10)
(3.18) and the black hole entropy in the gravitational Cardy limit from the Cardy formula
(3.28).
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4 Asymptotically AdS7 Black Holes
In this section, we consider asymptotically AdS7 black holes and the corresponding gravi-
tational Cardy limit. Similar to the previous sections, we demonstrate that the AdS7 black
hole entropy can be computed in various ways as shown in Fig. 1, and the other thermody-
namic quantities scale correspondingly in gravitational Cardy limit. For completeness, we
discuss two asymptotically AdS7 black hole solutions in the literature: a special case with
all equal charges and all equal angular momenta in Subsection 4.1 and a more general case
with two equal charges and three independent angular momenta in Subsection 4.2.
4.1 A Special Case
In this subsection, we consider the gravitational Cardy limit of a special class of non-
extremal asymptotically AdS7 black holes discussed in [7].
4.1.1 AdS7 Black Hole Solution
The solutions M7 ˆ S4 to 11d gauged supergravity, with M7 denoting an asymptotically
AdS7 black hole, have the isometry group SOp2, 6q ˆ SOp5q. Hence, this class of solutions
has three angular momenta from the Cartan of the maximal compact subgroup SOp6q Ă
SOp2, 6q and two electric charges from the Cartan of SOp5q. The most generic solution
has not been constructed in the literature so far. Instead, the solutions with two charges
and three equal angular momenta were found in [50], while the ones with two equal charges
and three angular momenta were found in [51]. As the intersection of these two classes, the
solution with two equal charges Q1 “ Q2 and three equal angular momenta J1 “ J2 “ J3
has been considered in [7].
For this special solution, the metric of the asymptotically AdS7 black hole part is given
by
ds27 “ H
2
5
«
´ Y
f1Ξ2´
dt2 ` Ξ ρ
6
Y
dr2 ` f1
H2 Ξ2 ρ4
ˆ
σ ´ 2f2
f1
dt
˙2
` ρ
2
Ξ
ds2CP2
ff
, (4.1)
where
σ ” dχ` 1
2
l3 sin
2ξ , (4.2)
ds2CP2 “ dξ2 `
1
4
sin2 ξ pl21 ` l22q ` 14 l
2
3 sin
2 ξ cos2 ξ , (4.3)
with pl1, l2, l3q denoting the left-invariant 1-forms of SUp2q, which can be explicitly chosen
to be [52]
l1 “ sinψ dθ ´ cosψ sin θ dφ ,
l2 “ cosψ dθ ` sinψ sin θ dφ ,
l3 “ ´pdψ ` cos θ dφq ,
(4.4)
0 ď θ ď pi , 0 ď φ ď 2pi , 0 ď ψ ď 4pi . (4.5)
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Moreover, the asymptotically AdS7 black hole solution also contains two 1-forms, one 3-
form and two scalars, which are given by
A1p1q “ A2p1q “ Ap1q “
m sinhpδq coshpδq
ρ4 ΞH
pdt´ aσq ` α70
Ξ´
dt ,
Ap3q “ ma sinh
2pδq
ρ2Ξ Ξ´
σ ^ dσ ` α71 dt^ dθ ^ dψ ` α72 dt^ dξ ^ dφ` α73 dt^ dξ ^ dψ ,
X1 “ X2 “ H´1{5 ,
(4.6)
where we have added some pure gauge terms to the potentials, and
ρ2 ” Ξ r2 ,
H ” 1` 2m sinh
2pδq
ρ4
,
f1 ” Ξ ρ6H2 ´
“
2Ξ`ma sinh2pδq
‰2
ρ4
` 2ma2“Ξ2` ` cosh2pδq p1´ Ξ2`q‰ ,
f2 ” ´g Ξ`ρ
6H2
2
`ma cosh2pδq ,
Y ” g2ρ8H2 ` Ξ ρ6 ´ 2mρ2 “a2g2 cosh2pδq ` Ξ‰` 2ma2 “Ξ2` ` cosh2pδq p1´ Ξ2`q‰ ,
Ξ˘ ” 1˘ ag , Ξ ” 1´ a2g2 ,
(4.7)
with g “ `´17 denoting the inverse of the AdS7 radius. The thermodynamic quantities of
the black hole have the following expressions
T “ BrY
4pig ρ3
?
Ξf1
,
S “ pi
3ρ2
?
f1
4GNΞ3
,
Ω “ ´1
g
ˆ
g ` 2f2 Ξ´
f1
˙
,
Φ “ 4m sinhpδq coshpδq
ρ4 ΞH
ˆ
Ξ´ ´ 2af2Ξ´
f1
˙
,
E “ mpi
2
32GNgΞ4
”
12pag ` 1q2 pagpag ` 2q ´ 1q ´ 4 cosh2pδq `3a4g4 ` 12a3g3 ` 11a2g2 ´ 8˘ ı ,
J “ ´ mapi
2
16GNΞ4
”
4agpag ` 1q2 ´ 4 cosh2pδq `a3g3 ` 2a2g2 ` ag ´ 1˘ ı ,
Q “ mpi
2 sinhpδq coshpδq
4GNgΞ3
.
(4.8)
The expression of the temperature T has three roots r˘ and r0, all of which coincide at the
extremality. As we can see, the solution depends only on three parameters pa,m, δq. As
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shown in [7], the BPS condition and the absence of naked closed timelike curves (CTCs)
require that
e2δ “ 1´ 2
3ag
, m “ 128 e
2δp3 e2δ ´ 1q3
729 g4pe2δ ` 1q2pe2δ ´ 1q6 . (4.9)
Hence, there is only one independent parameter in the BPS limit, which we choose to be
δ. In addition, all three roots of T , i.e. r˘ and r0, coincide in the BPS limit, and its value
is
r2˚ “ 163g2p3 e2δ ´ 5qpe2δ ` 1q . (4.10)
The thermodynamic quantities in the BPS limit become
T˚ “ 0 ,
S˚ “ 32pi
3
?
9 e2δ ´ 7
3
?
3GNg5p3 e2δ ´ 5q3 pe2δ ` 1q3{2 ,
Ω˚ “ 1 ,
Φ˚ “ 2 ,
E˚ “ 16pi
2p18 e6δ ´ 21 e4δ ` 7q
3GNg5p3 e2δ ´ 5q4pe2δ ` 1q2 ,
J˚ “ 16pi
2p9 e4δ ` 18 e2δ ´ 23q
9GNg5p3 e2δ ´ 5q4pe2δ ` 1q2 ,
Q˚ “ 8pi
2p3 e6δ ´ 5 e4δ ´ 3 e2δ ` 5q
GNg5p3 e2δ ´ 5q4pe2δ ` 1q2 .
(4.11)
4.1.2 Gravitational Cardy Limit
The Cardy-like limit for the 6d N “ p2, 0q theory was defined in [8], which for the special
solution with three equal angular momenta is
|ω| ! 1 , ∆ „ Op1q . (4.12)
Using the following relations found in [7]
ω “ 1
T
pΩ´ Ω˚q , φ “ 1
T
pΦ´ Φ˚q , (4.13)
we obtain the corresponding limit asˇˇˇˇ ˆBΩ
BT
˙
T“0
ˇˇˇˇ
! 1 , BΦBT
ˇˇˇˇ
T“0
„ Op1q . (4.14)
Using the relation (4.13), we can express
`BΩ
BT
˘
˚ in terms of the paramter δ. The explicit
form is not very elucidating, but we do find a root to the equation
`BΩ
BT
˘
˚ “ 0, which is
δ˚ “ 1
2
log
ˆ
5
3
˙
. (4.15)
Hence, the gravitational Cardy limit for the class of asymptotically AdS7 BPS black holes
(4.1) is
δ Ñ 1
2
log
ˆ
5
3
˙
. (4.16)
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We can introduce a small parameter to denote the deviation from this limit, i.e.,
δ “ 1
2
log
ˆ
5
3
˙
`  . (4.17)
For this case  is dimensionless. Expanding in , we find the BPS thermodynamic quantities
(4.11) in the gravitational Cardy limit (4.17) to the leading order
T˚ “ 0 ,
S˚ “ pi
3
250GNg53
`Op´2q ,
Ω˚ “ 1 ,
Φ˚ “ 2 ,
E˚ “ 3pi
2
1250GNg54
`Op´3q ,
J˚ “ pi
2
1250GNg54
`Op´3q ,
Q˚ “ pi
2
500GNg53
`Op´2q ,
(4.18)
which are consistent with [8, 41] and the Cardy-like limit on the field theory side (4.12)
ω˚ „  , ∆˚ „ Op1q . (4.19)
4.1.3 Black Hole Solution in the Near-Horizon + Gravitational Cardy Limit
In the previous subsection, we have obtained the gravitational Cardy limit for the parame-
ters on the gravity side. In this subsection, we discuss how the near-horizon metric changes
when taking the gravitational Cardy limit. In Appendix A.3, we verify explicitly that the
resulting background is a solution of the 7d gauged supergravity equations of motion. In
the following, we implement the gravitational Cardy limit in the space of parameter which
further simplifies the geometry.
We can apply the following scaling near the horizon r˚ (4.10) to the BPS AdS7 black
hole metric (4.1)
r Ñ r˚ ` λ r, tÑ rt
λ
, χÑ rχ´ 6g sinhpδq
coshpδq ` 2sinhpδq
rt
λ
, (4.20)
with λ Ñ 0. In addition, taking the gravitational Cardy limit (4.17), we obtain the near-
horizon metric to the leading order in 
ds2 “ ´10 g2 22{5  r2 drt2 ` 1
16 g2 23{5
dr2r2
` 2
2{5
25 g22
ˆ
drχ` 1
2
l3 sin
2ξ ´ 5?5 g23{2 rdrt˙2 ` 22{5
5g2
ds2CP2 . (4.21)
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Defining
τ ” 8?5 g2?rt , (4.22)
we can rewrite the near-horizon metric in the gravitational Cardy limit (4.21) as follows
ds2 “ 1
16 g2 23{5
„
´ r2 dτ2 ` dr2r2

` 2
2{5
25 g22
ˆ
drχ` 1
2
l3 sin
2ξ ´ 5
8
rdτ˙2 ` 22{5
5g2
ds2CP2 .
(4.23)
4.1.4 Black Hole Entropy from Cardy Formula
For the asymptotically AdS7 black holes discussed in this section, we apply the Cardy
formula to the near-horizon metric only after taking the gravitational Cardy limit. More
explicitly, we first rewrite the metric (4.23) from the Poincare´ coordinates pr, τq to the
global coordinates prˆ, tˆq using the relations (2.44) - (2.46). Consequently, the near-horizon
metric in the gravitational Cardy limit (4.23) becomes
ds2 “ 1
16 g2 23{5
„
´p1`rˆ2q dtˆ2` drˆ
2
1` rˆ2

` 2
2{5
25 g22
ˆ
dχˆ` 1
2
l3 sin
2ξ ´ 5
8
rˆ dtˆ
˙2
` 2
2{5
5g2
ds2CP2 ,
(4.24)
where tˆ, rˆ and γ are defined in (2.44) and (2.46), while
χˆ ” rχ´ 5
8
γ . (4.25)
Applying the same formalism in Subsection 2.4, we obtain the central charge and the
extremal Frolov-Thorne temperature in the near-horizon region of the asymptotically AdS7
BPS black holes as follows
cL “ 3pi
2
200 g52
, TL “ 4
5pi
. (4.26)
Using the Cardy formula, we can compute the black hole entropy of the asymptotically
AdS7 BPS black holes
SBH “ pi
2
3
cLTL “ pi
3
250 g53
, (4.27)
which is the same as the black hole entropy in the gravitational Cardy limit (4.18) from
the gravity side in the unit GN “ 1.
4.1.5 Comparison with Results from Boundary CFT
The asymptotically AdS7 BPS black hole entropy can also be obtained from the boundary
6d p2, 0q theory by extremizing an entropy function [4, 7, 8]. We can first compute the free
energy in the large-N limit using the background field method on S5, the partition function
via localization or the 6d superconformal index. The entropy function is then defined as a
Legendre transform of the free energy in the large-N limit
Sp∆I , ωiq “ ´N
3
24
∆21∆
2
2
ω1ω2ω3
`
2ÿ
I“1
QI∆I `
3ÿ
i“1
Jiωi ´ Λ
˜
2ÿ
I“1
∆I ´
3ÿ
i“1
ωi ´ 2pii
¸
. (4.28)
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In the Cardy-like limit (4.12)
ω „  , ∆I „ Op1q , (4.29)
we can read off from the entropy function (4.28)
S „ 1
3
, J „ 1
4
, QI „ 1
3
, (4.30)
which have been summarized in Table 1.
Similar to AdS4,5, for AdS7 the electric charges QI and the angular momenta Ji are
real, while the chemical potentials ∆I and the angular velocities ωi can be complex, and so
can the entropy function S. By requiring that the black hole entropy SBH to be real after
extremizing the entropy function S, we obtain one more constraint on QI and Ji. More
precisely, the most general case with two charges pQ1, Q2q and three angular momenta
pJ1, J2, J3q was discussed in [4, 8], while the degenerate case with Q1 “ Q2 and J1 “ J2 “
J3 was discussed in [7]. For the most general case, the asymptotically AdS7 black hole
entropy is [4, 8]
SBH “ 2pi
d
3pQ21Q2 `Q1Q22q ´N3pJ1J2 ` J2J3 ` J3J1q
3pQ1 `Q2q ´N3 , (4.31)
subject to the constraint
3pQ21Q2 `Q1Q22q ´N3pJ1J2 ` J2J3 ` J3J1q
3pQ1 `Q2q ´N3
“
„
N3
3
pJ1 ` J2 ` J3q ` Q
2
1 `Q22
2
` 2Q1Q2

ˆ
»——–1´
gfffe1´ 23N3J1J2J3 `Q21Q22´
N3
3 pJ1 ` J2 ` J3q ` Q
2
1`Q22
2 ` 2Q1Q2
¯2
fiffiffifl , (4.32)
which is a consequence of the reality condition on the black hole entropy SBH .
We apply the general result to the special case Q1 “ Q2 “ Q and J1 “ J2 “ J3 “ J ,
SBH “ 2pi
d
6Q3 ´ 3N3J2
6Q´N3 , (4.33)
with the constraint
6Q3 ´ 3N3J2
6Q´N3 “
`
N3J ` 3Q2˘ ¨
»–1´
d
1´
2
3N
3J3 `Q4
N3J ` 3Q2
fifl , (4.34)
which are consistent with both the thermodynamic quantities on the gravity side (4.11)
(4.18) and the black hole entropy in the gravitational Cardy limit from the Cardy formula
(4.27) under the AdS7/CFT6 dictionary of parameters [4, 8]
GN “ 3pi
2
16 g5N3
. (4.35)
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4.2 More General Case
In the previous section, we have discussed a special solution of asymptotically AdS7 black
holes with two equal charges Q1 “ Q2 and three equal angular momenta J1 “ J2 “ J3. In
this subsection, we consider a more general solution with two equal charges Q1 “ Q2 and
three independent angular momenta pJ1, J2, J3q, which was first introduced in [51].
4.2.1 AdS7 Black Hole Solution
The metric for this class of asymptotically AdS7 black holes is
ds2 “ H2{5
«
pr2 ` y2qpr2 ` z2q
R
dr2 ` pr
2 ` y2qpy2 ´ z2q
Y
dy2 ` pr
2 ` z2qpz2 ´ y2q
Z
dz2
´ R
H2pr2 ` y2qpr2 ` z2qA
2
` Ypr2 ` y2qpy2 ´ z2q
ˆ
dt1 ` pz2 ´ r2qdψ1 ´ r2z2dψ2 ´ q
Hpr2 ` y2qpr2 ` z2qA
˙2
` Zpr2 ` z2qpz2 ´ y2q
ˆ
dt1 ` py2 ´ r2qdψ1 ´ r2y2dψ2 ´ q
Hpr2 ` y2qpr2 ` z2qA
˙2
` a
2
1 a
2
2 a
2
3
r2y2z2
˜
dt1 ` py2 ` z2 ´ r2qdψ1 ` py2z2 ´ r2y2 ´ r2z2qdψ2 ´ r2y2z2dψ3
´ q
Hpr2 ` y2qpr2 ` z2q
ˆ
1` gy
2z2
a1a2a3
˙
A
¸2ff
, (4.36)
while the 1-form, the 2-form, the 3-form and the scalar are
Ap1q “ 2m sinhpδq coshpδqHpr2 ` y2qpr2 ` z2qA ,
Ap2q “ qHpr2 ` y2qpr2 ` z2qA^„
dt1 `
ÿ
i
a2i pg2dt1 ` dψ1 `
ÿ
iăj
a2i a
2
j pg2dψ1 ` dψ2q ` a21 a22 a23pg2dψ2 ` dψ3q
´ g2py2 ` z2qdt1 ´ g2y2z2dψ1 ` a1 a2 a3
´
dψ1 ` py2 ` z2qdψ2 ` y2z2dψ3
¯
,
Ap3q “ qa1a2a3
”
dψ1 ` py2 ` z2qdψ2 ` y2z2dψ3
ı
^
˜
1
pr2 ` y2qz dz ^ pdψ1 ` y
2dψ2q ` 1pr2 ` z2qydy ^ pdψ1 ` z
2dψ2q
¸
´ qgA^
˜
z
r2 ` y2dz ^ pdψ1 ` y
2dψ2q ` y
r2 ` z2dy ^ pdψ1 ` z
2dψ2q
¸
,
X “ H´1{5 ,
(4.37)
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where
R ” 1` g
2r2
r2
3ź
i“1
pr2 ` a2i q ` qg2p2r2 ` a21 ` a22 ` a23q ´ 2qga1a2a3r2 `
q2g2
r2
´ 2m,
Y ” 1´ g
2y2
y2
3ź
i“1
pa2i ´ y2q ,
Z ” 1´ g
2z2
z2
3ź
i“1
pa2i ´ z2q ,
A ” dt1 ` py2 ` z2qdψ1 ` y2z2dψ2 ,
H ” 1` qpr2 ` y2qpr2 ` z2q ,
q ” 2m sinh2pδq .
(4.38)
It can be shown that after the change of coordinates
t “ t1 ` pa21 ` a22 ` a23qψ1 ` pa21 a22 ` a22 a23 ` a23 a21qψ2 ` a21 a22 a23 ψ3 ,
φi
ai
“ g2t1 ` ψ1 `
ÿ
j‰i
a2j pg2ψ1 ` ψ2q `
ź
j‰i
a2j pg2ψ2 ` ψ3q , (4.39)
the metric (4.36) can be written in an equivalent form
ds2 “ H2{5
«
pr2 ` y2qpr2 ` z2q
R
dr2 ` pr
2 ` y2qpy2 ´ z2q
Y
dy2 ` pr
2 ` z2qpz2 ´ y2q
Z
dz2
´ r
2y2z2RY Z
H2
ś
iăjpa2i ´ a2j q2B1B2B3
dt2 `B3pdφ3 ` v32dφ2 ` v31dφ1 ` v30dtq2
`B2pdφ2 ` v21dφ1 ` v20dtq2 `B1pdφ1 ` v10dtq2
ff
, (4.40)
where B1, B2, B3, v10, v20, v21, v30, v31 and v32 can be determined by comparing (4.40)
with (4.36). We can see that in the gravitational Cardy limit B1 and B2 are subleading
compared to B3. Hence, qualitatively the term B3pdφ3 ` v32dφ2 ` v31dφ1 ` v30dtq2 in the
metric forms the only Up1q circle fibered over AdS2 in the gravitational Cardy limit of
the near-horizon solution, similar to the other cases in this paper. However, because the
explicit expressions of these coefficients are lengthy and not very illuminating, we do not
list them here.
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The thermodynamic quantities can be expressed as
E “ pi
2
8Ξ1Ξ2Ξ3
«ÿ
i
2m
Ξi
´m` 5q
2
` q
2
ÿ
i
˜ÿ
j‰i
2Ξj
Ξi
´ Ξi ´ 2p1` 2a1a2a3g
3q
Ξi
¸ff
,
T “ p1` g
2r2`qr2`
ř
i
ś
j‰ipr2` ` a2j q ´
ś
ipr2` ` a2i q ` 2qpg2r4` ` ga1a2a3q ´ q2g2
2pir`
“pr2` ` a21qpr2` ` a22qpr2` ` a23q ` qpr2` ´ a1a2a3gq‰ ,
S “ pi
3
“pr2` ` a21qpr2` ` a22qpr2` ` a23q ` qpr2` ´ a1a2a3gq‰
4Ξ1Ξ2Ξ3r`
,
Ωi “
ai
”
p1` g2r2`q
ś
j‰ipr2` ` a2j q ` qg2r2`
ı
´ qśj‰i ajg
pr2` ` a21qpr2` ` a22qpr2` ` a23q ` qpr2` ´ a1a2a3gq
,
Ji “
pi2m
”
ai cosh
2pδq ´ g sinh2pδq
´ś
j‰i aj ` ai
ř
j‰i a2jg ` a1a2a3aig2
¯ı
4Ξ1Ξ2Ξ3Ξi
,
Φ “ 2m sinhpδq coshpδq r
2`
pr2` ` a21qpr2` ` a22qpr2` ` a23q ` qpr2` ´ a1a2a3gq
,
Q “ pi
2m sinhpδq coshpδq
Ξ1Ξ2Ξ3
,
(4.41)
where r` denotes the position of the outer horizon, and
Ξi ” 1´ a2i g2 , Ξi˘ ” 1˘ aig , pi “ 1, 2, 3q . (4.42)
This class of asymptotically AdS7 black hole solutions is characterized by five param-
eters pm, δ, a1, a2, a3q. The BPS limit for this class of solutions is
e2δ “ 1´ 2pa1 ` a2 ` a3qg , (4.43)
while the naked closed timelike curves (CTCs) can be avoided by requiring an additional
condition
q “ ´Ξ1´Ξ2´Ξ3´pa1 ` a2qpa2 ` a3qpa3 ` a1qp1´ a1g ´ a2g ´ a3gq2g . (4.44)
Hence, only three parameters are independent, which we can choose to be pa1, a2, a3q. In
the BPS limit, the thermodynamic quantities can be simplified as follows
E “ ´
pi2
ś
kălpak ` alq
”ř
i Ξi `
ř
iăj ΞiΞj ´ p1` a1a2a3g3qp2`
ř
i aig `
ř
iăj aiajg2q
ı
8 Ξ21`Ξ22`Ξ23`p1´ a1g ´ a2g ´ a3gq2g
,
T “ 0 , Ωi “ ´g , Φ “ 1 ,
S “ ´pi
3pa1 ` a2qpa2 ` a3qpa3 ` a1qpa1a2 ` a2a3 ` a3a1 ´ a1a2a3gq
4Ξ1`Ξ2`Ξ3`p1´ a1g ´ a2g ´ a3gq2gr0 ,
Ji “ ´
pi2pa1 ` a2qpa2 ` a3qpa3 ` a1q
”
ai ´ pa2i ` 2ai
ř
j‰i aj `
ś
j‰i ajqg ` a1a2a3g2
ı
8Ξ1`Ξ2`Ξ3`Ξi`p1´ a1g ´ a2g ´ a3gq2g ,
Q “ ´ pi
2pa1 ` a2qpa2 ` a3qpa3 ` a1q
2Ξ1`Ξ2`Ξ3`p1´ a1g ´ a2g ´ a3gqg ,
(4.45)
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where
r0 “
c
a1a2 ` a2a3 ` a3a1 ´ a1a2a3g
1´ a1g ´ a2g ´ a3g . (4.46)
4.2.2 Gravitational Cardy Limit
Similar to Subsection 4.1.2, for the more general AdS7 solution with three independent
angular momenta, we can translate the Cardy limit for the 6d N “ p2, 0q theory defined
in [8]
|ωi| ! 1 , ∆ „ Op1q , pi “ 1, 2, 3q (4.47)
into the gravitational Cardy-like limit for this class of asymptotically AdS7 black holesˇˇˇˇ ˆBΩi
BT
˙
T“0
ˇˇˇˇ
! 1 , BΦBT
ˇˇˇˇ
T“0
„ Op1q . (4.48)
A choice of the parameters pa1, a2, a3q that satisfies the limit (4.48) is
a1 “ a2 “ a3 “ ´1
g
. (4.49)
We can introduce a small parameter  to denote the deviation from this limit, i.e.,
ai “ ´1
g
`  , pi “ 1, 2, 3q , (4.50)
or in a more refined way
a1 “ ´1
g
`  , a2 “ ´1
g
` ` η1 , a3 “ ´1
g
` ` η2 , pη1, η2 ! q . (4.51)
Expanding in , after expanding in η1 and η2, we find the BPS thermodynamic quantities
(4.45) in the gravitational Cardy limit (4.50) to the leading order
S˚ “ pi
3
2g83
`Op´2q ,
Ji˚ “ ´ pi
2
2g94
`Op´3q ,
Q˚ “ pi
2
g73
`Op´2q ,
(4.52)
which are consistent with [8, 41] and the Cardy-like limit on the field theory side (4.47)
ωi˚ „  , ∆˚ „ Op1q . (4.53)
4.2.3 Black Hole Solution in the Near-Horizon Limit
In this subsection, we consider the near-horizon limit of the asymptotically AdS7 black hole
metric. As mentioned in Subsection 4.2.1, we should in principle take the Cardy limit of
the near horizon solution (4.40). Applying the refined gravitational Cardy limit (4.51), we
find that B1 and B2 are subleading compared to B3. Therefore, in the near-horizon limit
we obtain an AdS3 geometry, just like the other cases. However, in practice the expressions
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of the coefficients are lengthy, so we consider an alternative near-horizon metric discussed
in [20]. That is, the metric (4.36) can be expressed in an equivalent form
ds2 “ H2{5
«
pr2 ` y2qpr2 ` z2q
R
dr2 ` pr
2 ` y2qpy2 ´ z2q
Y
dy2 ` pr
2 ` z2qpz2 ´ y2q
Z
dz2
` Ypr2 ` y2qpy2 ´ z2q
˜
dt´
3ÿ
i“1
pr2 ` a2i qγi
a2i ´ y2
dφˆi
δi
´ qA
Hpr2 ` y2qpr2 ` z2q
¸2
` Zpr2 ` z2qpz2 ´ y2q
˜
dt´
3ÿ
i“1
pr2 ` a2i qγi
a2i ´ z2
dφˆi
δi
´ qA
Hpr2 ` y2qpr2 ` z2q
¸2
` a
2
1 a
2
2 a
2
3
r2y2z2
˜
dt´
3ÿ
i“1
pr2 ` a2i qγi
a2i
dφˆi
δi
´ qA
Hpr2 ` y2qpr2 ` z2q
ˆ
1` gy
2z2
a1a2a3
˙¸2ff
,
(4.54)
where we have used the changes of coordinates (4.39) and
φˆi ” φi ´ aig2t , pi “ 1, 2, 3q ,
γi ” a2i pa2i ´ y2qpa2i ´ z2q ,
δi ” aip1´ a2i g2q
ź
j‰i
pa2i ´ a2j q .
(4.55)
Applying the following scaling to the new metric (4.54)
r Ñ r0p1` λρq , φÑ rφi ` Ω0i
2piT 10H r0λ
rt , tÑ rt
2piT 10H r0λ
, (4.56)
which is slightly different from the original Bardeen-Horowitz scaling [21], we obtain the
near-horizon geometry in the limit λÑ 0
ds2 “ H2{50
«
U0
V
ˆ
´ρ2drt2 ` dρ2
ρ2
˙
` pr
2
0 ` y2qpy2 ´ z2q
Y
dy2 ` pr
2
0 ` z2qpz2 ´ y2q
Z
dz2
` Ypr20 ` y2qpy2 ´ z2q
˜
2r0pr20 ` z2q
V
ρ drt` 3ÿ
i“1
pr20 ` a2i qγi
a2i ´ y2
drφi
δi
` q rA
H0U0
¸2
` Zpr20 ` z2qpz2 ´ y2q
˜
2r0pr20 ` y2q
V
ρ drt` 3ÿ
i“1
pr20 ` a2i qγi
a2i ´ z2
drφi
δi
` q rA
H0U0
¸2
` a
2
1a
2
2a
2
3
r20y
2z2
˜
2
V r0
ˆ
U0 ´ qgy
2z2
a1a2a3
˙
ρ drt` 3ÿ
i“1
pr20 ` a2i qγi
a2i
drφi
δi
` q rA
H0U0
ˆ
1` gy
2z2
a1a2a3
˙¸2ff
,
(4.57)
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where
U ” pr2 ` y2qpr2 ` z2q ,
γi ” a2i pa2i ´ y2qpa2i ´ z2q ,
δi ” Ξiai
ź
j‰i
pa2i ´ a2j q ,
U0 ” U
ˇˇˇ
r“r0
“ pr20 ` y2qpr20 ` z2q ,
H0 ” H
ˇˇˇ
r“r0
“ 1` qpr20 ` y2qpr20 ` z2q
,
V ” 6r20 `
3ÿ
i“1
a2i ` 3pa1a2a3 ´ qgq
2
r40
` g2
«
15r40 ` 6r20
3ÿ
i“1
a2i `
ÿ
1ďiăjď3
a2i a
2
j ` 2q
ff
,
rA ” ´2r0p2r20 ` y2 ` z2q
V
ρ drt´ 3ÿ
i“1
γi
drφi
δi
.
(4.58)
Taking the refined gravitational Cardy limit (4.51), we can see that two of the three Up1q
circles in the near-horizon metric (4.57) become degenerate. However, the remaining two
Up1q circles are still of the same order in the gravitational Cardy limit. This is expected,
because we should take the gravitational Cardy limit of the near-horizon of the metric
(4.40) instead of (4.54), in order to have only one Up1q circle fibered over AdS2 in the
near-horizon plus gravitational Cardy limit. Nevertheless, the gravitational Cardy limit
reduces some redundant Up1q circles, while keeping the essential information for the near-
horizon Virasoro algebra.
4.2.4 Black Hole Entropy from Cardy Formula
We can apply the formalism described in Subsection 2.4. The central charge and the
extremal Frolov-Thorne temperature in the near-horizon region of the asymptotically AdS7
BPS black holes (4.57) were obtained in [20]. In the refined gravitational Cardy limit (4.51),
the results are
cL “ 48pi
2
g92V
, TL “ gV
32pi
. (4.59)
Hence, the black hole entropy from the Cardy formula in the gravitational Cardy limit is
SBH “ pi
2
3
cLTL “ pi
3
2g83
, (4.60)
which is exactly the same as the result from the gravity solution (4.52).
4.2.5 Comparison with Results from Boundary CFT
As we discussed in Subsection 4.1.5, for the asymptotically AdS7 black holes with general
charges pQ1, Q2q and angular momenta pJ1, J2, J3q, the entropy can be obtained from the
boundary 6d p2, 0q theory [4, 8], and the results are summarized in (4.31) subject to the
constraint (4.32).
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We have discussed a degenerate case in Subsection 4.1 with Q1 “ Q2 and J1 “ J2 “
J3. In this subsection, we have seen another degenerate case with Q1 “ Q2 “ Q and
pJ1, J2, J3q, which consequently has the black hole entropy
SBH “ 2pi
d
6Q3 ´N3pJ1J2 ` J2J3 ` J3J1q
6Q´N3 , (4.61)
subject to the constraint
6Q3 ´N3pJ1J2 ` J2J3 ` J3J1q
6Q´N3
“
„
N3
3
pJ1 ` J2 ` J3q ` 3Q2

¨
»——–1´
gfffe1´ 23N3J1J2J3 `Q4´
N3
3 pJ1 ` J2 ` J3q ` 3Q2
¯2
fiffiffifl , (4.62)
which are consistent with both the thermodynamic quantities on the gravity side (4.45)
(4.52) and the black hole entropy in the gravitational Cardy limit from the Cardy formula
(4.60) under the AdS7/CFT6 dictionary of parameters [4, 8]
GN “ 3pi
2
16 g5N3
. (4.63)
5 Asymptotically AdS6 Black Holes
In this section, we consider the asymptotically AdS6 black holes and the corresponding
gravitational Cardy limit. Similar to the other cases, we demonstrate that the AdS6 black
hole entropy can be computed in various ways as shown in Fig. 1, and the other thermo-
dynamic quantities scale correspondingly in the gravitational Cardy limit.
5.1 AdS6 Black Hole Solution
In this subsection, we discuss the near-horizon plus Cardy limit of the non-extremal asymp-
totically AdS6 black holes constructed in [53], which are solutions to 6d N “ 4 SUp2q
gauged supergravity.
The bosonic part of this class of solution is given by the metric, a scalar, a 1-form
potential and a 2-form potential. The metric is
ds2 “ H1{2
«
pr2 ` y2qpr2 ` z2q
R
dr2 ` pr
2 ` y2qpy2 ´ z2q
Y
dy2 ` pr
2 ` z2qpz2 ´ y2q
Z
dz2
´ R
H2pr2 ` y2qpr2 ` z2qA
2
` Ypr2 ` y2qpy2 ´ z2q
ˆ
dt1 ` pz2 ´ r2qdψ1 ´ r2z2dψ2 ´ qrA
Hpr2 ` y2qpr2 ` z2q
˙2
` Zpr2 ` z2qpz2 ´ y2q
ˆ
dt1 ` py2 ´ r2qdψ1 ´ r2y2dψ2 ´ qrA
Hpr2 ` y2qpr2 ` z2q
˙2 ff
,
(5.1)
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while the 1-form potential, the 2-form potential and the scalar are
Ap1q “ 2mr sinhpδq coshpδqHpr2 ` y2qpr2 ` z2qA`
α6
dt
,
Ap2q “ qHpr2 ` y2q2pr2 ` z2q2
«
´ yz
`
2rp2r2 ` y2 ` z2q ` q˘
H
dr ^A
` z `pr2 ` z2qpr2 ´ y2q ` qr˘ dy
^
ˆ
dt1 ` pz2 ´ r2qdψ1 ´ r2z2dψ2 ´ qrA
Hpr2 ` y2qpr2 ` z2q
˙
` y `pr2 ` y2qpr2 ´ z2q ` qr˘ dz
^
ˆ
dt1 ` py2 ´ r2qdψ1 ´ r2y2dψ2 ´ qrA
Hpr2 ` y2qpr2 ` z2q
˙ff
,
X “ H´1{4 ,
(5.2)
where
t1 ” t
ΞaΞb
´ a
4φ1
Ξa apa2 ´ b2q ´
b4φ2
Ξb bpb2 ´ a2q ,
ψ1 ” ´ g
2t
ΞaΞb
` a
2φ1
Ξa apa2 ´ b2q `
b2φ2
Ξb bpb2 ´ a2q ,
ψ2 ” g
4t
ΞaΞb
´ φ1
Ξa apa2 ´ b2q ´
φ2
Ξb bpb2 ´ a2q ,
(5.3)
and
R ” pr2 ` a2qpr2 ` b2q ` g2 “rpr2 ` a2q ` q‰ “rpr2 ` b2q ` q‰´ 2mr ,
Y ” ´p1´ g2y2qpa2 ´ y2qpb2 ´ y2q ,
Z ” ´p1´ g2z2qpa2 ´ z2qpb2 ´ z2q ,
H ” 1` qrpr2 ` y2qpr2 ` z2q ,
A ” dt1 ` py2 ` z2qdψ1 ` y2z2dψ2 ,
q ” 2m sinh2pδq , Ξa ” 1´ a2g2 , Ξb ” 1´ b2g2 .
(5.4)
Note that we have added a pure gauge term to the 1-form potential. It was shown in [53]
that the metric (5.1) can be written in an equivalent form
ds2 “ H1{2
«
pr2 ` y2qpr2 ` z2q
R
dr2 ` pr
2 ` y2qpy2 ´ z2q
Y
dy2 ` pr
2 ` z2qpz2 ´ y2q
Z
dz2
` RY Z
H2Ξ2a Ξ
2
b a
2b2pa2 ´ b2q2B1B2dt
2 `B2pdφ2 ` v21 dφ1 ` v20 dtq2
`B1pdφ1 ` v10dtq2
ff
, (5.5)
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where B1, B2, v10, v20 and v21 can be determined by comparing (5.5) with (5.1). Because
the explicit expressions of these coefficients are lengthy and not very illuminating, we do
not list them here. Moreover, we notice a sign error in [53] for the term „ dt2 in (5.5).
The thermodynamic quantities can be expressed as
E “ pi
3ΞaΞb
„
2m
ˆ
1
Ξa
` 1
Ξb
˙
` q
ˆ
1` Ξa
Ξb
` Ξb
Ξa
˙
,
S “ 2pi
2
“pr2` ` a2qpr2` ` b2q ` qr`‰
3 Ξa Ξb
,
T “ 2r
2`p1` g2r2`qp2r2` ` a2 ` b2q ´ p1´ g2r2`qpr2` ` a2qpr2` ` b2q ` 4qg2r3` ´ q2g2
4pir`
“pr2` ` a2qpr2` ` b2q ` qr`‰ ,
J1 “ 2pimap1` Ξb sinh
2pδqq
3 Ξ2a Ξb
, J2 “ 2pimbp1` Ξa sinh
2pδqq
3 Ξ2b Ξa
,
Ω1 “ a
“p1` g2r2`qpr2` ` b2q ` qg2r`‰
pr2` ` a2qpr2` ` b2q ` qr`
, Ω2 “ b
“p1` g2r2`qpr2` ` a2q ` qg2r`‰
pr2` ` a2qpr2` ` b2q ` qr`
,
Q “ 2pim sinhpδq coshpδq
ΞaΞb
, Φ “ 2mr` sinhpδq coshpδqpr2` ` a2qpr2` ` b2q ` qr`
.
(5.6)
This class of asymptotically AdS6 black hole solutions is characterized by four parameters
pm, δ, a, bq. The BPS limit can be obtained by imposing the following condition
e2δ “ 1` 2pa` bqg . (5.7)
The absence of the naked closed timelike curves (CTCs) for these supersymmetric black
holes requires an additional condition
q “ Ξa`Ξb`pa` bqr`p1` ag ` bgqg , (5.8)
where in the BPS limit
r` ”
d
ab
1` ag ` bg , Ξa` ” 1` ag , Ξb` ” 1` bg . (5.9)
5.2 Gravitational Cardy Limit
The Cardy-like limit for the 5d SCFT was defined in [6]
|ωi| ! 1 , ∆ „ Op1q , pi “ 1, 2q . (5.10)
Using the following relations [47]
ωi “ ´ lim
TÑ0
Ωi ´ Ωi˚
T
, ∆ “ ´ lim
TÑ0
Φ´ Φ˚
T
, (5.11)
with Ωi˚ “ g and Φ˚ “ 1 denoting the BPS values of Ωi and Φ, we can find the gravitational
counterpart of the Cardy-like limit (5.10)ˇˇˇˇ ˆBΩi
BT
˙
T“0
ˇˇˇˇ
! 1 , BΦBT
ˇˇˇˇ
T“0
„ Op1q . (5.12)
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The equations
´
BΩiBT
¯
˚
“ 0 have the roots
a “ 1
g
and b “ 1
g
. (5.13)
Hence, the gravitational Cardy limit for the class of asymptotically AdS6 black holes (5.1)
is
aÑ 1
g
and bÑ 1
g
. (5.14)
We can introduce small parameters to denote the deviations from this limit, i.e.,
a “ 1
g
`  , b “ 1
g
` ` η , with 0 ‰ η !  . (5.15)
Expanding in  after expanding in η, we find the thermodynamic quantities (5.6) in
the BPS and gravitational Cardy limit (5.15) to the leading order
S˚ “ 4pi
2
9g62
`Op´1q ,
J1˚ “ ´ 8pi
9
?
3g73
`Op´2q ,
J2˚ “ ´ 8pi
9
?
3g73
`Op´2q ,
Q˚ “ 2pi?
3g52
`Op´1q ,
(5.16)
which are consistent with [6, 41] and the Cardy-like limit on the field theory side (5.10)
ωi˚ „  , ∆˚ „ Op1q . (5.17)
5.3 Black Hole Solution in the Near-Horizon + Gravitational Cardy Limit
In the previous subsection, we have obtained the gravitational Cardy limit for the parame-
ters on the gravity side. In this subsection, we discuss how the near-horizon metric changes
when taking the gravitational Cardy limit. In Appendix A.4, we verify explicitly that the
resulting background is a solution of the 6d gauged supergravity equations of motion. In
the following, we implement the gravitational Cardy limit in the space of parameters, which
further simplifies the geometry.
We apply the following scaling near the horizon r` (5.9) to the asymptotically AdS6
black hole metric (5.5) in the BPS limit
r Ñ r` ` λr, tÑ rt
λ
, φ1 Ñ rφ1 ` g rt
λ
, φ2 Ñ rφ2 ` g rt
λ
, (5.18)
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with λÑ 0, and then take the AdS6 gravitational Cardy limit (5.15). To the leading order
in  and η, the metric becomes
ds2 “ ´
?
3g2
4
ap1` 3g2y2qp1` 3g2z2q r3` 3g4y2z2 ` g2py2 ` z2qs r2 drt2
` p1` 3g2y2qp1` 3g2z2qH˚py, zq dr2
144g2r2
` g
2p1` 3g2y2qpz2 ´ y2q
3p1´ g2y2q3 H˚py, zq dy
2 ` g
2p1` 3g2z2qpz2 ´ y2q
3pg2z2 ´ 1q3 H˚py, zq dz
2
` 4p1´ g
2y2q2p1´ g2z2q2 “z2 ` y2p1` 2g2z2q‰
3g4 r3` 3g4y2z2 ` g2py2 ` z2qs2 2η2 H˚py, zq
´
drφ1 ´ drφ2¯2
` p1´ g
2y2qpg2z2 ´ 1qp1` 3g2y2qp1` 3g2z2q
12g6py2 ` z2 ` 2g2y2z2q2 H˚py, zq
ˆ
drφ1 ´ ?3
2
g3rdrt˙2 ,
(5.19)
where
H˚py, zq ”
d
1` 8p1` 3g2y2qp1` 3g2z2q . (5.20)
Defining
τ ” 6g2rt , χ ” rφ1 ´ rφ2
g η
, (5.21)
we can rewrite the metric (5.19) as
ds2 “ H˚py, zq
«
p1` 3g2y2qp1` 3g2z2q
144g2
ˆ
´ r2 dτ2 ` dr2r2
˙
` g
2p1` 3g2y2qpz2 ´ y2q
3p1´ g2y2q3 dy
2 ` g
2p1` 3g2z2qpz2 ´ y2q
3pg2z2 ´ 1q3 dz
2
` 4p1´ g
2y2q2p1´ g2z2q2 “z2 ` y2p1` 2g2z2q‰
3g2 r3` 3g4y2z2 ` g2py2 ` z2qs2 2 dχ
2
` p1´ g
2y2qpg2z2 ´ 1qp1` 3g2y2qp1` 3g2z2q
12g6py2 ` z2 ` 2g2y2z2q2
ˆ
drφ1 ´ ?3
12
grdτ˙2 ff . (5.22)
5.4 Black Hole Entropy from Cardy Formula
For the asymptotically AdS6 black holes discussed in this section, we apply the Cardy
formula to the near-horizon metric only after taking the gravitational Cardy limit. More
explicitly, we first rewrite the metric (5.22) from Poincare´ coordinates pr, τq to global
coordinates prˆ, tˆq using the relations (2.44) - (2.46). Consequently, the near-horizon metric
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in the gravitational Cardy limit (5.22) becomes
ds2 “ H˚py, zq
«
p1` 3g2y2qp1` 3g2z2q
144g2
ˆ
´ p1` rˆ2q dtˆ2 ` drˆ
2
1` rˆ2
˙
` g
2p1` 3g2y2qpz2 ´ y2q
3p1´ g2y2q3 dy
2 ` g
2pz2 ´ y2qp1` 3g2z2q
3pg2z2 ´ 1q3 dz
2
` 4p1´ g
2y2q2p1´ g2z2q2 “z2 ` y2p1` 2g2z2q‰
3g2 r3` 3g4y2z2 ` g2py2 ` z2qs2 2 dχ
2
` p1´ g
2y2qpg2z2 ´ 1qp1` 3g2y2qp1` 3g2z2q
12g6py2 ` z2 ` 2g2y2z2q2
ˆ
dψˆ ´
?
3
12
grˆdtˆ
˙2 ff
, (5.23)
where
ψˆ ” rφ1 ´ ?3
12
gγ . (5.24)
Applying the same formalism in Subsection 2.4 and choosing appropriate ranges of y
and z, we obtain the central charge and the extremal Frolov-Thorne temperature in the
near-horizon region of the asymptotically AdS6 BPS black holes as follows:
cL “ 5pi
3
?
3g5
, TL “ 4
?
3
5pig
. (5.25)
Using the Cardy formula, we can compute the black hole entropy of the asymptotically
AdS6 BPS black holes:
SBH “ pi
2
3
cLTL “ 4pi
2
9g62
, (5.26)
which is the same as the black hole entropy in the gravitational Cardy limit (5.16) from
the gravity side.
5.5 Comparison with Results from Boundary CFT
For the asymptotically AdS6 BPS black holes, it was shown in [6, 14, 47] that the entropies
of these black holes can be obtained from the boundary 5d N “ 1 superconformal field
theories by extremizing an entropy function. We can first compute the free energy in the
large-N limit using the 5d superconformal index. The entropy function is then defined as
a Legendre transform of the free energy in the large-N limit
Sp∆I , ωiq “ ´ ipi
81g4G
∆3
ω1ω2
`Q∆`
2ÿ
i“1
Jiωi ` Λ
˜
∆´
2ÿ
i“1
ωi ´ 2pii
¸
. (5.27)
In the Cardy-like limit (5.10)
ω „  , ∆I „ Op1q , (5.28)
we can read off from the entropy function (5.27)
S „ 1
2
, J „ 1
3
, QI „ 1
2
, (5.29)
which have been summarized in Table 1.
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Similar to AdS4,5,7, for AdS6 the electric charge Q and the angular momenta Ji are
real, while the chemical potential ∆ and the angular velocities ωi can be complex, and so
can the entropy function S. By requiring that the black hole entropy SBH to be real after
extremizing the entropy function S, we obtain one more constraint on Q and Ji. More
precisely, the asymptotically AdS6 black hole entropy and the corresponding constraint are
given implicitly by the following two relations [6, 47]
S3BH ´ 2pi
2
3g4GN
S2BH ´ 12pi2
ˆ
Q
3g
˙2
SBH ` 8pi
4
3g4GN
J1J2 “ 0 , (5.30)
Q
3g
S2BH ` 2pi
2
9g4GN
pJ1 ` J2qSBH ´ 4pi
2
3
ˆ
Q
3g
˙3
“ 0 , (5.31)
which are consistent with both the thermodynamic quantities on the gravity side (5.6) and
(5.16) as well as the black hole entropy in the gravitational Cardy limit from the Cardy
formula (5.26) under the AdS6/CFT5 dictionary of parameters [6, 47]
1
g4GN
„ N5{2 . (5.32)
6 Discussion
In this paper, we have discussed the near-horizon gravitational Cardy limit of asymptoti-
cally AdS4,5,6,7 black holes. As we have explicitly shown in these examples, the gravitational
Cardy limit leads to an AdS3 geometry near the horizon and is effectively an additional limit
on the independent parameters of the black hole solutions. The macroscopic Bekenstein-
Hawking entropy of asymptotically AdS black holes has recently been given a microscopic
foundation using the dual boundary CFT3,4,5,6. Our work relies on a near-horizon AdS3
geometry and we provide an effective microscopic description via the CFT2 Cardy formula
obtained from the algebra of asymptotic symmetries.
It is instructive to point out various analogies with the previous instance when string
theory answered explicitly the problem of microstate counting for black hole entropy. In the
mid 90’s, Strominger and Vafa [23] used the full machinery of D-brane technology to provide
a microscopic description of the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy of a class of asymptotically
flat black holes. Viewing the D-brane description as the UV complete description of gravity,
the analogy with the current developments is that the microscopic description of the entropy
of AdSd`1 black holes in terms of field theory degrees of freedom in the dual CFTd boundary
theory is the UV complete description. After the UV complete description of the 90’s,
Strominger went on to provide a universal description [22], based only on the near-horizon
symmetries exploiting the AdS3 near-horizon region and the asymptotic symmetry algebra
computation of Brown and Henneaux [54]. Similar symmetry-based approaches were shown
to apply to a wide variety of black holes by Carlip [55]. The results presented in [19, 20]
and in this manuscript show that we can understand the entropy of asymptotically AdS
black holes based only on near-horizon symmetries via the Kerr/CFT correspondence.
The satisfying aspect of this point of view resides in the separation-of-scales principle.
Such a universal feature of gravity as the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy formula can cer-
tainly be explained using UV complete formulations of quantum gravity but must also be
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understood without recourse to the existence of such a UV complete theory and could be
determined strictly from low energy symmetry principles.
The point of view advocated in this manuscript leads to a number of interesting ques-
tions some of which we now describe. It would be interesting to understand the field theory
counterpart of the locally AdS3 near-horizon region that arises from the Bardeen-Horowitz
limit plus the gravitational Cardy limit. It clearly suggests the existence of an effective
CFT2 which we have used to microscopically compute the entropy but whose further de-
tails we do not know. Some aspects of this effective CFT2 were studied in [56] for the case
of AdS5 black holes, but it required going away from extremality. In the bigger picture
described above, understanding how this effective CFT2 embeds in the boundary CFTd
is the dual to finding the UV complete description of the gravitational theory living near
the horizon – a worthy challenge. Along these lines, in this manuscript, we have only
discussed the asymptotically AdS black holes in the BPS limit, hence at zero temperature.
It would be interesting to extend the discussion to near-extremal asymptotically AdS4,6,7
black holes and to reproduce the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy formula from a near-horizon
Cardy formula.
There is another line of attack that is worth sketching. Recall that the original setup
for Cardy-like limits is 2d CFT. In this case, one simply has a formula for CFT2 on S
1ˆS1
which effectively relates the high energy and low energy degrees of freedom. It is fair
to think of this relation as a UV/IR relation with the important characteristic of being
controlled by the anomaly, c. Similar formulas have been developed in higher dimensions
by Di Pietro and Komargodski [57]. In particular, in four dimensions they found an
effective description of theories in S1ˆM3 whose effective action is controlled by anomaly
coefficients. A similar analysis has been rigorously performed for a set of six-dimensional
theories [58]. More closely related to the questions we addressed in this paper is the recent
work of Seok Kim and collaborators who have used an effective low energy action approach
to find the leading term in the entropy function for the Cardy-like limit, first in N “ 4
SYM as well as in the 6d N “ p2, 0q SCFT living on N M5-branes [4], and later for a
more generic 4d N “ 1 situation [33]. These developments point to the possibility that
the Cardy-like limit may be understood as the leading term in an effective field theory
expansion. It would be quite interesting to explore such possibilities on the field theory
side and, ultimately, connect it with a more standard hydrodynamics approach on the
gravity side.
Finally, it would be nice to develop what seems like a more natural AdS2 or SYK
approach to the entropy of extremal AdS black holes as described in Fig. 1. Some interesting
work along this direction was performed in [59] for AdS5 and more recently in [60] for AdS4.
Finding the connection between the AdS2 and AdS3 low energy descriptions in more details
is an interesting problem.
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A Verifying the equations of motion for the near-horizon
Gravitational theories are nonlinear and, therefore, a truncated sector of a solution need
not be a solution itself. For that reason, we explicitly verify that, in each instance, the
near-horizon limit satisfies the equations of motion. This fact alone should inspire trust in
the consistency of the resulting geometry and the potential existence and closure of a dual
field theory sector. Returning to the analogy with the BMN paradigm, this is equivalent
to checking the equations of motion for the plane wave background [17].
A.1 AdS5
We verify the equations of motion for the near-horizon geometry for AdS5. The Lagrangian
describing the solution in [29] is
L “ `R` 12g2˘ ˚ 1´ 1
2
˚ F ^ F ` 1
3
?
3
F ^ F ^A, (A.1)
and the equations of motion are
Rab ´ 1
2
FacF
c
b ` 13gab
ˆ
1
4
F 2 ` 12g2
˙
“ 0, d ‹ F ´ 1?
3
F ^ F “ 0. (A.2)
In order to facilitate the computation, we turn to a veilbein description for the near-horizon
geometry,
e0 “
c
a
10ag2 ` 2g r˜dτ,
e1 “
c
a
10ag2 ` 2g
dr˜
r˜
,
e2 “
c
2a
g ´ ag2dθ,
e3 “ p1
´
p2
´
p´3ag cos 2θ ` ag ´ 4qdψ˜ ´ 6ag sin2 θdφ˜
¯
` 3a `a2g2 ` ag ´ 2˘ r˜dτ¯ ,
e4 “ p3
´
3ap1´ agqr˜dτ ` 2p2dφ˜
¯
,
(A.3)
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where
p1 “ ´ cos θp1´ agqp5ag ` 1qa2pag ` 2qp3ag cosp2θq ´ ag ` 4q ,
p2 “
d
apag ` 2q
g
p5ag ` 1q,
p3 “ sin θp5ag ` 1qap1´ agqp3ag cosp2θq ´ ag ` 4q .
(A.4)
Note that this coframe describes the near-horizon, which is computed using [21]. After
applying the near-horizon geometry and gauge fixing, the gauge potential is
Ap1q,near “ ´
?
6p1´ agq?
ag ` 2?5ag ` 1e1 ´
?
6ag cos θ?
3ag cos 2θ ´ ag ` 4e4
´ 2
a
3agp1´ agq sin θ
p?ag ` 2?3ag cos 2θ ´ ag ` 4e5. (A.5)
Note that the exterior derivative and the near-horizon geometry limit commute to give an
equivalent expression for the gauge field,
Fp2q,near “ dAp1q,near “
a
3agpag ` 2q
a
e1 ^ e2 ` 2g sin θ
d
3p1´ agq
3ag cos 2θ ´ ag ` 4e3 ^ e4
` g cos θ
d
6pag ` 2q
p3ag cos 2θ ´ ag ` 4qe3 ^ e5.
(A.6)
Then,
Fp2q,near ^ Fp2q,near “ 6g3{2
?
ag ` 2a
ap3ag cos 2θ ´ ag ` 4q
´
2
a
1´ ag sin θe1 ^ e2 ^ e3 ^ e4
´a2ag ` 4 cos θe1 ^ e2 ^ e3 ^ e5¯ .
(A.7)
The other term gives
d ‹ Fp2q,near “d
«?
6g cos θ
c
ag ` 2
3ag cos 2θ ´ ag ` 4e1 ^ e2 ^ e4 ´
a
3agpag ` 2q
a
e3 ^ e4 ^ e5
`2?3g sin θ
c
1´ ag
3ag cos 2θ ´ ag ` 4e1 ^ e2 ^ e5

“ 2
a
3pag ` 2qg3{2a
ap3ag cos 2θ ´ ag ` 4q
´
2
a
1´ ag sin θe1 ^ e2 ^ e3 ^ e4
´a2ag ` 4 cos θe1 ^ e2 ^ e3 ^ e5¯ .
(A.8)
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Comparing equations (A.7) and (A.8), we can see that the equation of motion for the
gauge potential is satisfied. For the Einstein equations, the geometric data we need are the
nonzero components of the Ricci tensor
R00,near “ ´R11,near “ gp11ag ` 4q
2a
,
R22,near “ ´gp5ag ´ 2q
2a
,
R33,near “ ´g
`
9a2g2 cos 2θ ´ a2g2 ` 14ag ´ 4˘
ap3ag cos 2θ ´ ag ` 4q ,
R34,near “ ´3
?
2g2
a
2´ ag ´ a2g2 sin θ cos θ
3ag cos 2θ ´ ag ` 4 ,
R44,near “ ´g
`
21a2g2 cos 2θ ´ 11a2g2 ´ 12ag cos 2θ ` 28ag ´ 8˘
2ap3ag cos 2θ ´ ag ` 4q .
(A.9)
We also need the explicit nonzero contractions of the gauge field Fac,nearF
c
b ,near ” Fab,near
F00,near “ 3gpag ` 2q
a
, F11,near “ ´F00,near, F22,near “ 3g2,
F33,near “ 12g
2p1´ agq sin2 θ
3ag cos 2θ ´ ag ` 4 , F34,near “ ´
3g2 sin 2θ
a
2p1´ agqp2` agq
3ag cos 2θ ´ ag ` 4 ,
F44,near “ 6g
2pag ` 2q cos2 θ
3ag cos 2θ ´ ag ` 4 , Fab,nearF
ab,near “ ´12g
a
.
(A.10)
The equations of motion are then verified once we impose these expressions.
A.2 AdS4
The 4d N “ 4 gauged supergravity can be obtained by the truncation of the 11d super-
gravity [44]
L4 “R ˚ 1´ 1
2
˚ dϕ^ dϕ´ 1
2
e2ϕ ˚ dχ^ dχ´ 1
2
e´ϕ ˚ Fp2q2 ^ Fp2q2 ´ 12χFp2q2 ^ Fp2q2
´ 1
2 p1` χ2e2ϕq
`
eϕ ˚ Fp2q1 ^ Fp2q1 ´ e2ϕχFp2q1 ^ Fp2q1
˘
´ g2 `4` 2 coshϕ` eϕχ2˘ ˚ 1,
(A.11)
where ϕ and χ are the dilaton and axion. The subscript in parenthesis denotes the degree
of the form. The solution has two pairwise equal charges and therefore two gauge potential
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Ap1q1 and Ap1q2. The equations of motion are
0 “d
ˆ
1
1` χ2e2ϕ
`
eϕ ‹ Fp2q1 ´ e2ϕχFp2q1
˘˙
,
0 “d `e´ϕ ‹ Fp2q2 ` χFp2q2˘ ,
0 “ ´ d ‹ dϕ´ e2ϕ ‹ dχ^ dχ` 1
2
e´ϕ ‹ dAp1q2 ^ dAp1q2 ´ g2p2 sinhϕ` eϕχ2q ‹ 1
` e
ϕ
`
e2ϕχ2 ´ 1˘
2 pe2ϕχ2 ` 1q2 ‹ dAp1q1 ^ dAp1q1 `
e2ϕχ
pe2ϕχ2 ` 1q2 dAp1q1 ^ dAp1q1,
0 “´ dpe2ϕ ‹ dχq ´ 1
2
dAp1q2 ^ dAp1q2 ` e
3ϕχ
pe2ϕχ2 ` 1q2 ‹ dAp1q1 ^ dAp1q1 ´ 2g
2eϕχ ‹ 1
` e
2ϕ ´ e4ϕχ2
2 pe2ϕχ2 ` 1q2 dAp1q1 ^ dAp1q1,
0 “Rab ´ 1
2
gabR´ 1
2
ˆ
∇aϕ∇bϕ´ 1
2
∇cϕ∇cϕgab
˙
´ 1
2
e´ϕ
ˆ
Fac,2F
c
b,2 ´ 14Fcd,2F
cd
2 gab
˙
´ 1
2
e2ϕ
ˆ
∇aχ∇bχ´ 1
2
∇cχ∇cχgab
˙
´ e
ϕ
2p1` χ2e2ϕq
ˆ
Fac,1F
c
b,1 ´ 14Fcd,1F
cd
1 gab
˙
` 1
2
g2p4` 2 coshϕ` eϕχ2qgab.
(A.12)
The convenient veilbein for this black hole solution is
e0 “ G1
a
cos 2θ ` x2y2r˜dτ,
e1 “ G1
a
cos 2θ ` x2y2dr˜
r˜
,
e2 “
?
2
d
cos 2θ ` x2y2
h2 p´2 cos 2θ ` x4y4 ´ 2x2y2 ´ 1qdθ,
e3 “ G4 sin θ
d
´2 cos 2θ ` x4y4 ´ 2x2y2 ´ 1
px2y2 ´ 1q2 pcos 2θ ` x2y2q pG5r˜dτ ` dφ˜q,
(A.13)
where G1, G4, G5 are constants
G1 “ xy
a
2 px4 ´ 1q py4 ´ 1q
g
`
x10
“
y10 ` y6˘` x8 `6y8 ´ 8y4˘` x6y2 `y8 ´ 10y4 ` 5˘
´2x4 `4y8 ´ 7y4 ` 1˘` x2y2 `5y4 ´ 3˘´ 2y4‰´1{2 ,
G4 “
?
2
`
x2y2 ´ 1˘
g |x2y2 ´ 3| ,
G5 “ G21
g2
`
x2 ` y2˘ `x2y2 ´ 3˘ `x2y2 ´ 1˘3{2?
2xy
apx4 ´ 1q py4 ´ 1q ,
(A.14)
that depend on the parameters δ1, δ2 of the solution, which we have redefined as
δ1 ” lnx, δ2 ” ln y. (A.15)
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The scalar fields in the near-horizon are
χnear “ ´ x cospθq
`
x2 ´ y2˘ `x2y2 ` 1˘a2 py4 ´ 1q px2y2 ´ 1q
y px2 py4 ´ 1q cosp2θq ` x6y4 ´ x4y2 ´ x2 ` y2q?x4 ´ 1 ,
peϕqnear “
x2
`
y4 ´ 1˘ cosp2θq ` x6y4 ´ x4y2 ´ x2 ` y2
x2 py4 ´ 1q pcosp2θq ` x2y2q ,
(A.16)
and for the gauge potentials after adding a pure gauge term for convenience,
Ap1q1,near “ M1cosp2θq ` x2y2
«
M2
`´ `x4 ´ 1˘ y2 cosp2θq ` x4y2 `y4 ´ 2˘´ x2 `y4 ´ 1˘` y2˘
G1
a
cosp2θq ` x2y2 e1
`M4 sin2 θ
˜
cscpθq `x2y2 ´ 1˘acosp2θq ` x2y2
G4
a´2 cosp2θq ` x4y4 ´ 2x2y2 ´ 1e4 ´ G5G1acosp2θq ` x2y2 e1
¸ff
,
Ap1q2,near “ M1cosp2θq ` x2y2
«
M2
`´x2 `y4 ´ 1˘ cosp2θq ` x6y4 ´ x4y2 ` x2 `1´ 2y4˘` y2˘
G1
a
cosp2θq ` x2y2 e1
`M4 sin2 θ
˜
cscpθq `x2y2 ´ 1˘acosp2θq ` x2y2
G4
a´2 cosp2θq ` x4y4 ´ 2x2y2 ´ 1e4 ´ G5G1acosp2θq ` x2y2
¸
e1
ff
,
(A.17)
where
M1 “ x
2y2 ´ 1?
2
,
M2 “ ´G5 2
`
x2y2 ` 1˘
g px2 ` y2q px2y2 ´ 3q px2y2 ´ 1q2 ,
M4 “ 4
3g ´ gx2y2 .
(A.18)
A.3 AdS7
In this section, we are interested in charged, rotating AdS7 black hole solutions as studied
in [50, 51]. The Lagrangian is
L7 “R ‹ 1´ 1
2
2ÿ
i“1
‹dϕi ^ dϕi ´ 1
2
2ÿ
I“1
X´2I ‹ F Ip2q ^ F Ip2q ´
1
2
X21X
2
2 ‹ Fp4q ^ Fp4q
` 2g2 `8X1X2 ` 4X´11 X´22 ` 4X´21 X´12 ´X´41 X´42 ˘ ‹ 1
` gFp4q ^Ap3q ` F 1p2q ^ F 2p2q ^Ap3q,
(A.19)
where
X1 “ e´ϕ1{
?
10´ϕ2{
?
2, X2 “ e´ϕ1{
?
10`ϕ2{
?
2, F Ip2q “ dAIp1q, Fp4q “ dAp3q, (A.20)
where we have fixed a typographical error corresponding to a minus sign in one of the
terms in the Lagrangian. The bosonic fields include two scalars ϕ1 and ϕ2, the graviton, a
3-form potential Ap3q, and two U(1) gauge potentials AIp1q, I “ 1, 2. We study two different
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solutions to this Lagrangian. The first solution is more general with two charges set equal
but different angular momenta. The equations of motion corresponding to the scalars and
gauge fields are
lϕ1 “ 8?
10
g2
`
4X1X2 ´ 3X´11 X´22 ´ 3X´21 X´12 ` 2X´41 X´42
˘` 1
2
?
10
2ÿ
I“1
X´2I F
IabF Iab
´ 1
12
?
10
X21X
2
2F
abcdFabcd,
lϕ2 “ 1
2
?
2
´
X´21 F
1abF 1ab ´X´22 F 2abF 2ab
¯
` 4?2g2 `X´11 X´22 ´X´21 X´12 ˘ ,
0 “ d
´
X´21 ‹ F 1p2q
¯
´ F 2p2q ^ Fp4q,
0 “ d
´
X´22 ‹ F 2p2q
¯
´ F 1p2q ^ Fp4q,
0 “ d `X21X22 ‹ Fp4q˘´ 2gFp4q ´ F 1p2q ^ F 2p2q,
(A.21)
and for the graviton, we have
0 “ Rab ´ 1
2
Rgab ´ g2
`
8X1X2 ` 4X´11 X´22 ` 4X´21 X´12 ´X´41 X´42
˘
gab
´
2ÿ
i“1
ˆ
1
2
∇aϕi∇bϕi ´ 1
4
∇cϕi∇cϕigab
˙
´
2ÿ
I“1
X´2I
ˆ
1
2
F Ica F
I
bc ´ 18F
IcdF Icd gab
˙
´X21X22
ˆ
1
12
F cdea Fbcde ´ 196F
cdefFcdef gab
˙
.
(A.22)
We can truncate this solution as constructed in [50], where the two charges and angular mo-
menta are set equal. This truncation can be done by letting X “ X1 “ X2 “ e´ϕ{
?
10, ϕ2 “
0 and Ap1q “ A1p1q “ A2p1q and the Lagrangian of interest becomes
L7 “R ‹ 1´ 1
2
‹ dϕ1 ^ dϕ1 ´X´2 ‹ Fp2q ^ Fp2q ´ 12X
4 ‹ Fp4q ^ Fp4q
` 2g2 `8X2 ` 8X´3 ´X´8˘ ‹ 1` Fp2q ^ Fp2q ^Ap3q ` gFp4q ^Ap3q, (A.23)
and the equations of motion are
0 “ d ‹ dϕ´ 2X
´2
?
10
‹ Fp2q ^ Fp2q ` 2X
4
?
10
‹ Fp4q ^ Fp4q ´ 16g
2
?
10
`
2X2 ´ 3X´3 `X´8˘ ‹ 1,
0 “ d `X´2 ‹ Fp2q˘´ Fp2q ^ Fp4q,
0 “ d `X41 ‹ Fp4q˘´ 2gFp4q ´ F 1p2q ^ F 2p2q,
(A.24)
and for the graviton
0 “Rab ´ 1
2
Rgab ´ 1
2
ˆ
∇aϕ∇bϕ´ 1
2
∇cϕ∇cϕgab
˙
´X´2
ˆ
F ca Fbc ´ 14F
cdFcd gab
˙
´ g2 `8X2 ` 8X´3 ´X´8˘´ 1
12
X4
ˆ
F cdea Fbcde ´ 18F
cdefFcdef gab
˙
.
(A.25)
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The fields corresponding to the solution in [50] are
X “ H´1{5,
Ap1q “ 2m sinhpδq coshpδqρ4ΞH pdt´ aσq `
α70 dt
Ξ´
,
Ap3q “
`
am sinh2pδq˘σ ^ dσ
ρ2ΞΞ´
` α71 dt^ dθ ^ dψ ` α72 dt^ dξ ^ dφ` α73 dt^ dξ ^ dψ,
(A.26)
where we have added pure gauge terms to both potentials Ap1q and Ap3q for convenience.
More precisely, after taking the near-horizon geometry, we have
α70 “ ´1, α71 “ ´β sin θ sin2 ξ, α72 “ β sin 2ξ, α73 “ β cos θ sin 2ξ, (A.27)
where
β “ ´ 4
`
e2δ ´ 1˘
p´13e2δ ´ 9e4δ ` 9e6δ ` 5q g2 . (A.28)
A convenient veilbein for the near-horizon is
e1 “ p1r˜dτ,
e2 “ p1dr˜
r˜
,
e3 “ p2
`
p3r˜dτ ` p4
`
sin2 ξpdφ` cos θdψq ` 2dχ˜˘˘ ,
e4 “ p5dξ,
e5 “ p5 sin ξdθ,
e6 “ p5 sin θ sin ξdψ,
e7 “ p5 sin ξ cos ξpdφ` cos θdψq,
(A.29)
where
p1 “ 1
g
23{531{5pe2δ ` 1q1{5?
6e2δ ` 27e4δ ` 43 ,
p2 “ 1
22{533{10g
1
p1´ 3e2δq p5´ 3e2δq
1b
pe2δ ` 1q3{5 p9e2δ ´ 7q
,
p3 “ ´16
`
3e2δ ´ 5˘3{2 `2e2δ ` 3e4δ ´ 1˘
6e2δ ` 27e4δ ` 43
d
3p9e2δ ´ 7q
p´2e2δ ` 3e4δ ´ 5q ,
p4 “ ´30e2δ ` 27e4δ ` 7,
p5 “ 1
g
28{5
33{10
pe2δ ` 1q1{5ap´2e2δ ` 3e4δ ´ 5q .
(A.30)
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In the near-horizon limit, the fields in the veilbein basis become
Xnear “ 2
2{5
31{5pe2δ ` 1q1{5 ,
Ap1q,near “
22{533{10
`
e2δ ` 1˘4{5 ´`15´ 9e2δ˘ e1 `?6e2δ ` 27e4δ ` 43e3¯?
44e2δ ` 210e4δ ` 108e6δ ` 243e8δ ´ 301 ,
Ap3q,near “ p54e
2δ ` 27e4δ ´ 101qpe1 ^ e5 ^ e6 ´ e1 ^ e4 ^ e7q
29{531{10pe2δ ` 1q1{10?9e2δ ´ 7?6e2δ ` 27e4δ ` 43
´
`
99e2δ ´ 117e4δ ` 81e6δ ´ 215˘ pe3 ^ e4 ^ e7 ´ e3 ^ e5 ^ e6q
24{531{10pe2δ ` 1q1{10?9e2δ ´ 7 p6e2δ ` 27e4δ ` 43q .
(A.31)
A.4 AdS6
The field content consists of the graviton, a 2-form Ap2q, the scalar ϕ and one U(1) gauge
potential Ap1q after truncation, as shown in [53]. After appropriate rescaling and gauge
transformations, the 6d Lagrangian is given by
L6 “R ‹ 1´ 1
2
‹ dϕ^ dϕ´X´2 `‹Fp2q ^ Fp2q ` g2 ‹Ap2q ^Ap2q˘´ 12X4 ‹ Fp3q ^ Fp3q
` g2 `9X2 ` 12X´2 ´X´6˘ ‹ 1´ Fp2q ^ Fp2q ^Ap2q ´ g23 Ap2q ^Ap2q ^Ap2q,
(A.32)
where
X “ e´ϕ{
?
8. (A.33)
The equations of motion are
Gab “1
2
∇aϕ∇bϕ´ 1
4
∇cϕ∇cϕgab `X´2
ˆ
F caFbc ´ 14F
cdFcdgab
˙
`X´2g2
ˆ
AcaAbc ´ 14A
cdAcdgab
˙
`X4
ˆ
1
4
F cda Fbcd ´ 124F
cdeFcdegab
˙
` g
2
2
`
9X2 ` 12X´2 ´X´6˘ gab,
(A.34)
lϕ “ 1?
8
X´2
´
F abFab ` g2AabAab
¯
´ 1
3
?
8
X4F abcFabc ` 3?
2
g2
`
3X2 ´ 4X´2 `X´6˘ ,
d
`
X´2 ‹ Fp2q
˘ “ ´Fp2q ^ Fp3q,
d
`
X4 ‹ Fp3q
˘ “ ´Fp2q ^ Fp2q ´ g2Ap2q ^Ap2q ´ 2g2X´2 ‹ Fp2q.
(A.35)
We omit the veilbein and several other details for this black hole as the expressions are
quite long. The scalar and the Up1q gauge field in the near-horizon limit take the form
χ4near “
g
`
a
`
b` gy2˘` y2pbg ` 1q˘ `a `b` gz2˘` z2pbg ` 1q˘
pag ` bg ` 1q pa2bpbg ` 1q ` a pb2 ` bg py2 ` z2q ` g2y2z2q ` gy2z2pbg ` 1qq ,
Ap1q,near “W1
´
W2r˜dt˜`W3dφ˜1 `W4dφ˜2
¯
,
(A.36)
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where
W1 “
?
ab?
ag ` bg ` 1 pa2bpbg ` 1q ` a pb2 ` bg py2 ` z2q ` g2y2z2q ` gy2z2pbg ` 1qq ,
W2 “
“`
b2 ´ a2˘ΞaΞbpag ` bg ` 1q `a2 `3b2 ` bg `y2 ` z2˘´ g2y2z2˘
`a `b2g `y2 ` z2˘` b `´2g2y2z2 ` y2 ` z2˘´ 2gy2z2˘´ y2z2pbg ` 1q2‰“
a4g2
`
b2g2 ` 6bg ` 1˘` 2a3g `b3g3 ` 7b2g2 ` 7bg ` 1˘
`a2 `b4g4 ` 14b3g3 ` 30b2g2 ` 14bg ` 1˘` 2ab `3b3g3 ` 7b2g2 ` 7bg ` 3˘
`b2pbg ` 1q2‰´1 ,
W3 “b
`
a2 ´ y2˘ `a2 ´ z2˘ `b2g2 ´ 1˘b
ab
ag`bg`1
,
W4 “´ a
`
a2g2 ´ 1˘ `b2 ´ y2˘ `b2 ´ z2˘b
ab
ag`bg`1
.
(A.37)
Note that we have added a pure gauge term to the 1-form α6dt, where α6 “ ´1.
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